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against weaker instead of strengthening the “weaker”. The
strongest links in the chain simply absorb and take from the
RE: SECRET SOCIETIES. Jan van Helsing weaker links. The weaker links individually will be smashed
with no toleration made by the strongest toward the
(EWERTVERLAG)
weaker. Mouth service will be given while the politicians
pretend they are negotiating but that is all it will be—a
HATONN’S COMMENTS FOR TODAY:
positioning demand by the bigger. And, yes, indeed, the
Why go through the misery of rewriting all this politicians WILL SELL NATION AFTER NATION “DOWN
information on Secret Societies? Because it is THE DRAIN” AND INTO SLAVERY OF ITS PEOPLE.
We are putting this into SEGMENTS which can be
synonymous with New World Order under the same
Protocols as present basically through the more easily handled in “sittings” for the producer and the
“membership” and more applicable, possibly, to the readers without total overwhelm. Moreover, there is
Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion. ample time for backup study and proof of information as
Furthermore, you need the background as offered by we later present a compiled listing of references.
In dealing with parties involved in our program
researchers and investigative writers who didn’t “believe
considerations, there is no way for them to cover all this
it could be so” but certainly FOUND IT TO BE SO.
Because, readers, this is truth about where you are and information, absorb it, and timely “move”.
This is why a program through use of gold as set
how you got into this global predicament. A world IN
PEACE could be all the better for the unification but a forth offers THE SECURITY for all parties involved,
world in war disallows any such freedom—only “use” and including the question of GAIA and/or banking
abuse of the weaker. Again the example of stronger security as well as political assurances.
Let us move on with the
document in progress, please. [GCH]
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SECRET SOCIETIES AND THEIR POWER
IN THE 20TH CENTURY
By Jan van Helsing
[The copy of this remarkable book that has been
generously provided to CONTACT—with permission to
share as we see fit—is from Spain and will be run
unedited (excluding typographical errors and obvious
misspellings) sequentially, in parts as a continuing series,
in its entirety. For more extensive background
information on this book, refer to the first Segment of
the series published in the 5/23/01 issue of CONTACT
on page 1; Segment 2 (5/30/01, page 1); Segment 3
(6/6/01, page 1); Segment 4 (6/13/01, page1)]
[QUOTING:]
(PART 12)
CHAPTER 12
THE FREEMASONS IN AMERICA
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After the ROSICRUCIANS had founded their
first colony in 1694 in what today is Pennsylvania,
the Freemasons proceeded to establish their first
lodges around 1730, with the consent of the Mother
Grand Lodge in England.
The founding of the United States of America is the
result of the secret work by Freemasons over hundreds
of years. The American War of Independence had been
organized and fought by Freemasons, and the
Constitution of the U.S. had been penned and signed by
Freemasons. About one third of the American Presidents
were Freemasons, and they are well represented in
Congress, both in the Senate and in the House of
Representatives. The Great seal of the United States
with the Pyramid with the all-Seeing Eye on the reverse
side, the Phoenix (which in 1841 was replaced by the
Bald Eagle) on the obverse and the original Star-Spangled
Banner with 13 stripes and 13 stars are all old and
important Freemason symbols, which, although they had
been designed on behalf of the ROTHSCHILDS and put
in place by WEISHAUPT, in their symbolism hark back
to ancient Egypt. The design of the Illuminati-dollar
pyramid is by Philip Rothschild, as his lover Ayn Rand

divulged in her book “Atlas Shrugged”.
After the War of Independence was over, the
American Masonic lodges segregated from the
English Mother Grand Lodge and created their
proper American Grand Lodge. This comprised the
York Rite with ten degrees (the tenth is a Templar
degree) and the Scottish Rite with thirty-three.
Most Freemasons think that there are no
degrees higher than the thirty-third, but the
members of that degree are later initiated into the
Illuminati degrees (See No. 11 of the Protocols).
[H: Don’t be foolish, readers, to believe that
Masonic CLUB members have any more idea of
these trappings than do you of the ordinary
uninformed public. There is only consideration of
oaths and rituals as are integrated into any “Club”
which is made up of ordinary citizens. THIS is the
very security of the organization structure itself.
Most Masons will never see beyond the 32nd degree
under any circumstance. The higher manipulative
degrees are reserved for the real “do-badders”.]
All “Grand Orient” lodges in Europe were already
perfectly controlled by the Bavarian Illuminati. The
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Freemasons of America at this time were not infected by
Weishaupt’s “Illuminism”. This only happened later.
[H: Remember, readers, that WASHINGTON
D.C. itself is laid out as in Masonic structure and
symbol. I ask that the diagram of same be offered
in THIS segment. We will also have reason to
again use it later. If there could also be a back and
front of the dollar bill run here as well [MM: Don’t
miss the Illuminati’s “wise” owl within the
highlighted white circle on the dollar’s front, upperright-hand corner!], it would be of GREAT
INTEREST. Do the Congressional participants
realize this? Not unless they read this or other
recognized references sources. How much did you,
as a “general” uninformed reader, know?]
Remarks to Today’s Situation:
One has to understand that perhaps 90% of all
the organized Freemasons today have not the least
idea what their highest leaders who are linked to
the Illuminati are actually up to. Like other
organizations the Freemasons are used as a blind to
further spread the influence of the Illuminati.
Lyndon LaRouche describes them as follows:
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“Outwardly the local Freemason lodges appear as
what they mostly do. They are stag groups following
certain charitable aims and use a secret handshake and
other secret society hocus-pocus. By getting together they
think they can set themselves up as important local figures.
It is good for business, good for the career. The wives,
too, have thus the right social environment and perhaps
get to hear the newest gossip from the neighborhood.
But at the top things are completely different. The
simple lodge brother has no idea what happens at
the top...” (NEUE SOLIDARITAT, March 10, 1993).
It is also interesting to note that while German
Freemasons from Prussia entered the service of America,
other German Freemasons supported England and thereby
made fantastic profits. Almost 30,000 soldiers from six
German states, more than half from Hesse-Hanau, were
loaned to the English Government. In many battles there
were more German
than English soldiers
fighting in the British
army against the
Americans. In the
battle of Trenton for
instance there were
only Germans fighting.
How about the
financial state of the
United States of America?
The U.S. Presidents
B E N J A M I N
FRANKLIN
and
THOMAS JEFFERSON
were inimical to the
establishment of a
private central bank for
the control of the U.S.
currency.
After
Franklin’s death in 1790
the Rothschild agents
got ALEXANDER
HAMILTON appointed
as secretary of the
treasury. In 1791 he
created the “FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF
THE UNITED STATES”,
the first central bank
fashioned after the
“Bank of England”
and controlled by the
Rothschilds.
In 1811, when the
contract of the bank
with the U.S. lapsed, the American economy was so
destabilized that the contract was not renewed for five
years. The Rothschilds then used their influence in the
British Parliament to have England reclaim her colonies
in America. This led to the 1812-1815 war. The war
again put the U.S. so much in debt that they had to ask
the bankers once more for loans (i.e. the central bank).
In 1836, under President Andrew Jackson, the
central bank was again disapproved, but it got the
concession back in 1863 and in 1913 became the
“Federal Reserve Bank”, today’s central bank of
the U.S. (more details will follow).
After the death of Mayer Amschel in 1812 Nathan
had custody of the family’s fortune. In this position
he opened the NATHAN MAYER ROTHSCHILD &
SONS BANK in London, with branches in Vienna,

Paris and Berlin. This bank dealt in stocks and loans,
it insured governments, it managed and controlled
other banks, railroads, steel plants, arms production
and many more. In America it was represented by
KUHN LOEB & CO., by J.P. MORGAN & CO. and
by AUGUST BELMONT & CO.
Nathan kept this position in the family clan until he was
poisoned at a family gathering in 1836. The reason for the
meeting was the marriage of his son LIONEL ROTHSCHILD.
Some say that Nathan was executed because he had
helped himself to some of the family fortune.
His son LIONEL was very successful as the
new boss of N.M. ROTHSCHILD & SONS and
eventually became a Member of Parliament.
Jakob (James) Rothschild from the Paris branch
was custodian of the family fortune from 1836 to
1868. He had been next in line after Nathan.

The Rothschilds together with the Bavarian
Illuminati represented the financial power behind
Zionism and later communism and they had started
and financed many revolutions and wars.
For instance did the Rothschilds finance both sides
of the Civil War in the U.S. between 1861-1865? From
December 1860 to May 1861 eleven states whose
economy depended on slavery (the Southern States)
declared they wanted to leave the Union and formed the
“Confederate States”. In April 1861 this led to the
secession war against the remaining Union states in the
north. The reasons leading to this civil war were almost
completely due to the actions and provocations of
ROTHSCHILD AGENTS. One of those troublemakers
was GEORGE BICKLEY, who had founded the
“KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN CIRCLE”. The House
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of Rothschild then had Bickley and his knights extol the
disadvantages of the Union for the Confederate States. In
the remaining Union states the Rothschilds had J.P. Morgan
and August Belmont praise the advantages of the Union.
The London Rothschild bank financed the North,
the Paris bank the South. A fantastic business for
the Rothschilds. If you finance both sides and
support the arms as well, you can but win. Here,
the Americans were the only losers, both the North
and the South (Machiavelli sends his regards).
[H: This deserves far more reference than
it gets herein—especially when you figure-in
the confederate MONEY and the “Jewish”
CARPETBAGGERS.]
It happened though that President Lincoln saw
through this and refused to pay the Rothschilds’
immense interests. He then asked Congress to have the
Greenback dollars
made in order to pay
the Union troops.
This of course
ran contrary to the
plans
of
the
Rothschilds and led
to them having
Lincoln murdered by
their agent JOHN
WILKES BOOTH on
April 14, 1865. John
W. Booth was later
freed from jail by the
Knights of the Golden
Circle and spent the
rest of his life quite
comfortably
in
England, thanks to the
handsome payment
by Rothschild.
After Lincoln’s
death the greenbacks
were withdrawn and
later bought in at a
ridiculous price by
the central bankers
Morgan, Belmont
and Rothschild.
[H: How many
of YOU readers
were taught these
“little” tidbits in the
establishments
schools? How many
of you trained,
especially in such as Harvard Business School, Yale,
Cambridge, Stanford, et al., were ever even
EXPOSED to such truth? No, you were told exactly
what the trained professors were given to pound
into your heads and if you failed to fit the mold—
you were promptly dismissed (FAILED).
Can you begin, if you are first exposed here to
this information, to realize what happened and the
massive brain-scrubbing you have undergone? Oh,
there can be denial after denial—but enough history
remains to prove these events even though the
teachings and documents have been archived beyond
reach, banned and/or destroyed to hide the truth.
Fortunately for the world, there will be some
who through reason and logic will LOOK AGAIN at
the state of affairs and realize there was a big wash
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“How to” drilled right into the functioning program.
EXAMPLE: How many of you think Ann
Frank of the Nazi era and Shindler’s List was true
portrayal of persons and events? Well, NO, they
are not. Ann Frank is fully fictional and told as
same by the author of the information. Shindler’s
List, by Spielberg’s own statements was
FICTIONAL. It became “real” when it was
demanded to be shown in schools and accepted as
a documentary. THIS IS HOW YOU BECOME
PEOPLE OF THE LIE(S). THIS IS ALSO WHY
MEDIA AND PRESS ARE SO IMPORTANT FOR
INSTILLING MORE DEEPLY THE LIES.]
The “fight against capitalism” could now proceed.
Thanks to his intellectual prowess Marx succeeded in
changing the image of the league which in 1847
changed its name to “COMMUNIST LEAGUE”.
This now shows clearly how the Bavarian Illuminati
CHAPTER 13
created in England and in America “capitalist” systems
and on the other hand “anti-capitalist”, i.e. “communist”,
KARL MARX
systems to profit in Machiavellian manner from the
A branch of the BAVARIAN ILLUMINATI that at conflict thus produced and to keep humanity in
the time was known as the “League of the Just” and had constant discord and therefrom confusion.
come from one of the most successful revolutionary
CHAPTER 14
secret groups in France, the “SOCIETIES DES QUATRE
SAISONS” (Society of the Four Seasons), enlisted two
THE PLAN FOR A WORLD GOVERNMENT
new members, the Jew MOSES MORDECHAI MARX
LEVI (alias Karl Marx) and his friend, the industrialist
WEISHAUPT died in 1830 at the age of eightyFRIEDRICH ENGLES, who later wrote the “Communist
Manifesto” for them. Part of the manifesto came from two. In 1834 GIUSEPPE MAZZINI assumed
their minds, but the largest section was the ideology of leadership of the Bavarian Illuminati and held this
the “League of the Just” and other French secret societies position until his death in 1872.
While he was leading the order of the Bavarian
who took a revolutionary stance towards France.
Illuminati, Mazzini corresponded with the Satanist
Gary Allen writes:
“In actual fact the ‘Communist Manifesto’ was in ALBERT PIKE, the “SOVEREIGN GRAND
circulation for many years before Marx’s name was COMMANDER OF THE ANCIENT AND ACCEPTED
widely enough recognized to establish his authorship for SCOTTISH RITE OF FREEMASONRY”, of the
this revolutionary handbook. All Karl Marx really did Southern Jurisdiction of the U.S. and later the
was to update or codify the very same revolutionary founder of the “KU KLUX KLAN”.
Mazzini had named Pike leader of operations of the
plans and principles set down seventy years earlier by
Adam Weishaupt, the founder of the Order of Illuminati Bavarian Illuminati in the U.S. As top illuminists the two
worked together. Pike took on the theosophical aspects
in Bavaria. (None Dare Call it Conspiracy)
[H: May I remind all of you that these of their operations, Mazzini the political ones. When the
“Manifestos” all come directly from the Protocols of Masonic Lodges of the Grand Orient got into disrepute
the Learned Elders of Zion! This includes the Nazi in Europe due to the revolutionary activities of Mazzini,
Manifesto and more directly at that time was the latter presented Pike with a plan of genius.
In a letter to Pike, dated January 22, 1870,
recognized as the Jew’s Manifesto or the AshkeNAZI
Manifesto. Ouch! What does that tell you about the Mazzini wrote:
“We must allow all of the federations to
“New World Order” and the cover-up of truth and
reality? What could this mean to the time of the continue just as they are, with their systems, their
German wars and specifically the impact on central authorities and their diverse modes of
correspondence between high grades of the same
possibilities of the World War II Holocaust?
Another point to note is that the CURRENT POPE rite, organized as they are at present, but we must
of the Roman Catholic Church is a Polish JEW. This create a super rite, which will remain unknown, to
same man sold “gas” to the Germans for use in the which we will call those Masons of high degree
whom we shall select. With regard to our brothers
concentration camps—they said for “delousing”.
People, the bigger the lie the more easily it is to in Masonry, these men must be pledged to the
sell it to you-the-people. Can you see how much strictest secrecy. Through this supreme rite, we
easier it is to believe the lie after a brain-pounding, will govern all Freemasonry which will become the
repetition and constantly reinforced than to simply one international centre, the more powerful because
offer truth? Why do you think “terms” are its direction will be unknown.” (Occult Theocracy,
programmed and established media is totally L a d y Q u e e n b o r o u g h , a n d N o n e D a r e C a l l i t
controlled for output and YOUR input? The Conspiracy, Gary Allen.)
Apparently this is the elite of the 33rd degree
controllers are trained in total manipulation and
psychological brainwashing and sensitization of the Scottish Rite. The ideology of this degree
programs. Note that violence is not even noted is given in the next chapter.
In a letter of August 15, 1871 PIKE showed
these days where the worse violence has no balance
with reality and you feed that violence and the lies the Illuminati leader Mazzini in an outline how to
directly pipelined into your children’s brains with conquer the world with three world wars, the way
job being accomplished in everything from these
background foundations to such as the Holocaust
which COULD NOT HAVE TAKEN PLACE “AS
PRESENTED”. I certainly qualify, as always, the
statement above, for there certainly was a so-called
“holocaust” BUT IT COULD NOT HAVE BEEN “AS
PRESENTED”—EVEN LOGISTICALLY! NOW, THE
JEWISH “APPOINTED PARTIES” ARE GOING TO
BE GIVEN FUNDING FOR HAVING BEEN “SLAVES”
IN THE CAMPS AND FACTORIES IN GERMANY
ETC. (???) I ASK WHAT HAPPENS IN “WAR”?
Do none of you wonder at such claims as when
more get restitution for involvement than were even
alive to be counted? Remember that the truly
“Jewish” people are the first and worst hurt during
and as a result of the terrible games and lies.]
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to establish “THE NEW WORLD ORDER”.
The FIRST WORLD WAR should be staged to bring
Czarist Russia under the control of the Bavarian
Illuminati. Russia should then be used as a “bogey man”
to further the aims of the Bavarian Illuminati world-wide.
The SECOND WORLD WAR should be started by
manipulating the differences between the German
Nationalists and the Political Zionists. This was to result
in an expansion of Russian influence and the
establishment of a State of Israel in Palestine.
The THIRD WORLD WAR was planned to
result from the differences stirred up by Illuminati
agents between the Zionists and the Arabs. The
conflict was planned to span the world.
It is also a part of the Third War to set Nihilists
and Atheists against one another to provoke a social
reversal by hitherto unknown savagery and brutality.
After the destruction of Christianity and Atheism
one would show men the true “Luciferian Doctrine”
and thereby kill two birds with one stone.
[H: OUCH!! WHERE DO YOU SUPPOSE
YOU ARE, TIMEWISE?]
Remarks to Today’s Situation (by the author):
Having Russia as the bogeyman (concept of the
enemy) the Western nations should be forced into
SUPRANATIONAL alliances they would not have
entered by themselves (NATO, UN). Also having the
former Russian empire as the enemy of the world
tremendously helped international arms deals, which
again profited the international bankers.
This shows us that behind the Second World
War there is yet a scenario completely DIFFERENT
from what HISTORY BOOKS tell us.
CHAPTER 15
ALBERT PIKE AND
THE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN
Here we have to deal again with ALBERT PIKE
and the “Scottish Rite” of the Freemasons.
Officially, the Masonic order of the “Scottish Rite”
started in 1801 in the U.S. from a group of Tory
followers. These however had cultivated antiChristian and Satanic practices before.
Since about 1840 the organisational structure of
the American Freemasons was under the severe
supervision of the “Scottish Rite”. The latter
bestows initiation degrees up to the 33rd degree.
It is divided into a Southern Jurisdiction in
Arkansas and a northern jurisdiction in Boston.
As an instrument of strategy for the CROWN
(explained in the next chapter), the “Scottish Rite”
conducted in the middle of the last century an
incessant offensive of murder and racist terror against
the U.S. and the neighbouring states. The most
important incidences were the American occupation of
Mexico during the Mexican War (1846-1848), the
rebellion of the slave-holders, i.e. the Civil War
(1861-1865) and the crusade of the Ku Klux Klan against
the rebuilding of the Southern States (1867-1870).
The “KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN CIRCLE”
founded by George Bickley appeared here for the first
time, in Cincinnati, under the leadership of KILIANEN
VAN RENSSELAERS. The “Golden Circle” was to
establish a new empire of slavery with Cuba as its centre.
It was their objective to kill the hated Catholic Hispanics
in order to replace them with black slaves fresh from
Africa. This was the first “North American Free Trade
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Treaty”. The seal of the “KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN
CIRCLE” was identical to that of the “KNIGHTS OF
MALTA”, the Maltese Cross. The “Knights of the
Golden Circle” eventually disappeared.
In 1867 Albert Pike founded in Nashville the
“ORDER OF THE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX
KLAN” (GREEK KYKLOS = CIRCLE), he was the
“Great Dragon” and thus their leader. So here they were
again, the “Knights of the Golden Circle”.
The KKK also uses the Maltese Cross as its
emblem and it is led by prominent Freemasons. If one
looks at the racist and inhuman goals of the KKK and
from these deducts the “inner being” of its founder
and its members, then one has to question whether
one writes about members of the human species at all.
The KKK uses force to keep their voting rights from
black citizens, to disallowing them to own arms, to
discriminate against schools teaching black children
and to lower the standard of living of blacks to a level
that equals that of slavery. The interesting thing is
that nowadays the KKK is almost totally financed by
the MOSSAD (The Israeli secret service).
[H: And guess who was and is equally abused in
these circles? Right: the Jewish of Hebrew origins.
There is no hesitancy in the least of killing their
OWN just to keep the ORDER.]
In the “Jewish” community the independent
order “B’NAI B’RITH” was established in 1843.
The “B’nai B’rith”, a Zionist secret lodge, is
counted among the Masonic lodges. The term
“B’nai B’rith” means “Sons of the Alliance”. It
claims leadership of world Judaism.
Although most lodges of this order were in the North
of the U.S., the “B’nai B’rith” openly took the side of the
Confederates. Many speakers of the order in the North
vociferously defended slavery and were still working for
the goals of the Confederates after the Civil War.
Remarks to Today’s Situation:
The “ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE” (ADL)
which is linked to the “B’NAI B’RITH” recently
started a campaign to defame leading American
black politicians as anti-Semites. Thus they aimed
at fanning racial conflict and to negatively
influence the positive attitude of Jewish Americans
who up to then had helped the blacks. The ADL
also openly opposed the KKK, yet it clamoured in
favour of the statue of Albert Pike (the KKK
founder) which is still standing in Washington, DC,
and it is openly linked to the “Scottish Rite”:
“We worship a God, but it is the God one adores
without superstition. The Masonic religion should be,
by all of us initiates of the high degrees, maintained
in the purity of the Luciferian doctrine.
“If Lucifer were not God, would Adonai (the
Christian God) whose deeds prove his cruelty, perfidy,
and hatred of man, barbarism and repulsion for science,
would Adonai and his priests, calumniate him?
“Yes, Lucifer is God, and unfortunately Adonai is
also God. For the eternal law is that there is no light
without shade, no beauty without ugliness, no white
without black, for the absolute can only exist as two
Gods. The doctrine of Satanism is a heresy; and the
true and pure philosophic religion is the belief in
Lucifer, the equal of Adonai; but Lucifer, God of
Light and God of God is struggling for humanity
against Adonai, the God of darkness and evil.”
This quote can be looked up in the main Pike
folder at the library of the “Scottish Rite” in
Washington, DC in French and in English.

Pike professed to be a Satanist and an agent of
the CROWN, the “CITY” Pike bestowed in 1867 the
4th to the 32nd degree of the “Scottish Rite” upon
U.S. President ANDREW JOHNSON. Thirty-nine
days after the investiture of President Theodore
Roosevelt who was himself an anglophile racist and
Freemason the statue of Albert Pike was erected in
Washington, DC, where it stands until today.
[More] remarks on Today’s Situation:
We see that in a hierarchic order none but the leader
is allowed free will. To attain a higher degree an aspirant
has to fulfill conditions set by the next higher degree.
An example:
I show the aspirant a “white” book, yet I tell
him that it is “black”. Now I ask him of what
colour the book is. If he answers “white, he has
failed, though if the says “black”, he is accepted to
the next higher degree and thus to many more new
tasks he has to fulfill like this one.
Do you realize that all hierarchies of this world
are set up like this? All school systems, almost all
religions including Christianity, Islam, Hinduism,
Buddhism, Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses,
Scientology—are similarly structured. Personal
opinions, free development and independent
thinking is not allowed, only the following of orders
received from those is HIGHER POSITIONS.
And it does not matter whether it concerns the
satanic doctrine—as in the quote by Pike,
mentioned earlier—or the dogmas of the Catholic or
Islamic (etc.) Churches.
Those contemporaries who “knowingly” give up
their free will and their proper responsibility and
submit these to another person, organization or to a
leader are not worthy of better treatment since today,
especially in the so-called civilized countries, nobody
is “forced” to join an organization or religion.
Or, as Anatole France wrote: “And if five million
people say something stupid, it is nevertheless stupid!”
About President Bill Clinton, former Governor
of Arkansas:
In a “Ku Klux Klan Special” the German magazine
Neue Solidaritat informs us that Parson W.O. VAUGHT
was a Freemason in the 32nd degree of the Scottish Rite
(i.e. Master of the Royal Secret). He was the spiritual
teacher and actual foster-father of BILL CLINTON and
collaborated with him. When he was governor of
Arkansas, a state in which the spiritual tradition of Albert
Pike is strongly rooted, Clinton supported capital
punishment and allowed several executions to go ahead.
In reality this means executing poors and blacks.
Recently Vaught’s son said that Clinton and his parson
agreed that their religious beliefs allowed the killing of
prisoners and of unborn babies (especially black babies).
Clinton is also member of the “Council on Foreign
Relations”, of the Trilateral Commission, of the Bilderbergers”
(more about their importance later), and member for
life in the Masonic “Order of DeMolay for Boys”.
Jacques de Molay was Grand master of the
Knights Templar and was burnt at the stake on March
18, 1314 in Paris. According to the order’s literature
the “Order of DeMolay” is led by “eminent Masons”
and membership consists of sons of master Masons
aged between fourteen and twenty-one who are
taught the Seven Virtues: Filial Love, Reverence,
Courtesy, Comradeship, Cleanness (of thought,
word and deed), Fidelity and Patriotism. How
much this corresponds to reality is a moot point.
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTERS 12-15, PART 12]
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[QUOTING:]
(PART 13)
CHAPTER 16
THE BLACK NOBILITY
Before going any further into the “big picture”
we have to take a little detour again to make
things a bit clearer.
For the following information I have to thank ExMI6 agent Dr. John Coleman for his tremendous
research. He is the only one who ever wrote anything
in English on the “Black Nobility”, and on the
American continent he is a pioneer in this research.
I met Dr. Coleman personally and tell you that he
is sincere in his intention (I have my own personal
faculty to “read” or “check” people). But he sure
is holding back information, as I do, too, because
we don’t want to lose our heads.
Dr. Coleman tells us about a term you won’t
find in any ordinary book or dictionary: “The Black
Nobility”. These are the oligarchic families of
Venice and Genoa who in the 12th century held the
privileged trading rights (monopolies).
Dr. Coleman: “The first of three crusades, from
1063 to 1123, established the power of the Venetian
Black Nobility and solidified the power of the wealthy
ruling class. The Black Nobility aristocracy achieved
complete control over Venice in 1171, when the
appointment of the doge was transferred to what was
known as the Great Council, which consisted of
members of the commercial aristocracy, a complete
triumph for them. Venice has remained in their hands
ever since, but the power and influence of the
Venetian Black Nobility extends far beyond its borders,
and today, in 1986, is felt in every corner of the
globe. In 1204 the oligarchic family parceled out
feudal enclaves to their members, and from this epoch
dates the great building-up of power and pressure
until the government became a closed corporation of
the leading Black Nobility families.”
The Black Nobility earned its title through dirty
tricks, so when the population revolted against the
monopolies in government, as anywhere else, the
leaders of the uprising were quickly seized and
brutally hanged. They use secret assassinations,
murder, the bankrupting of opposing citizens or
companies, kidnapping and rape.
So, who are these families?
The most important ones are:
House of Guelph (Britain)
House of Wettin (Belgium)
House of Bernadotte (Sweden)
House of Liechtenstein (Liechtenstein)
House of Oldenburg (Denmark)
House of Hohenzollern (Germany)
House of Hanover (Germany)
House of Bourbon (France)
House of Orange (Netherlands)
House of Grimaldi (Monaco)
House of Wittelsbach (Germany)
House of Braganza (Portugal)
House of Nassau (Luxembourg)
House of Habsburg (Austria)
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House of Savoy (Italy)
House of Karadjordjevic (Yugoslavia)
House of Wurttemberg (Germany)
House of Zogu (Albania)
as well as the ones you will find on the Family
Tree of the Windsors. (Black Nobility Unmasked
Worldwide, Dr. John Coleman, 1985).
All the families listed are connected with the
House of Guelph, one of the original Black Nobility
families of Venice from which the House of Windsor
and thus the present Queen of England, Elisabeth II,
descends. The Guelphs are so intertwined with the
German aristocracy through the House of Hanover
that it would take several pages to mention all their
connections. As you can see in this family tree,
almost all European royal houses originate from the
House of Hanover and thus from the House of
Guelph—the Black Nobility. The Hanoverian English
King George I came from the Duchy of Luneburg, a
part of Northern Germany, which had been governed
by the Guelph family since the 12th century.
Today the Guelphs rule by dominating the raw
materials market, and for years they have fixed the
price of gold, a commodity they do neither produce
nor own. The House of Windsor also controls the
price of copper, zinc, lead and tin. And as you will
see, it is no accident that the principle commodity
exchanges are located in London. Companies run by

Black Nobility families are British Petroleum,
Oppenheimer, Lonrho, Philbro and others.
Another Black Nobility family are the Grosvenors
in England. For centuries this family lived—as most
of the European royal families—on ground rent.
Today the family owns at least 300 acres of land in
the centre of London. The land is never sold, but
leased on a 39 year leasehold agreement—the ground
rent of the middle ages. Grosvenor Square, in which
the American Embassy is located, belongs to the
Grosvenor family, as does Eaton Square. In Eaton
Square apartments are rented out at pounds 25,000 a
month, and that does not include maintenance costs.
This will give you some idea of the immense wealth
the Black Nobility families garner from ground
rents, and why families like the Windsors are not
at all interested in industrial progress along with
the excess population it supports. This is the only
reason why these “noble” families are behind most,
if not all, of the wrong-headed Pro-environmental
movements of the world that ultimately and
covertly aim to curb population growth. Prince
Philip and Prince Charles are the most visible
symbols of these movements and both have often
spoken with the utmost callousness about the need
to rid the world of unwanted people. (B l a c k
Nobility Unmasked Worldwide, Dr. John Coleman)
So why do I mention the Black Nobility?
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Because they are the founders of THE secret
society of our day from which all the others that
are connected to the Illuminati originated from—the
“Committee of 300”. As I will show you, the Club
of Rome, the CFR, the RIIA, the Bilderbergers, the
UN, the Round Table... all originate from the
“Committee of 300” and therefore from the
European Black Nobility families.
Well, here comes the most important point.
Dr. Coleman has been perfectly right up to here.
He thinks that the European Black Nobility is the
cause of all that is wrong.
But, since at least the 17th century absolutely every
European royal house has been infiltrated by JEWS.
The House of Hanover seems to be German,
but it is Jewish. So is the House of Habsburg. So
it wasn’t really the Germans who took over the
British throne. Brilliant, isn’t it? (Sources: “Semi
Goter” by Phillip Stauff and “Judenblut im
deutschen Adel” (Jewish Blood in German
Nobility) by Otto Furst von Batailler)
Co-operating with the European Black Nobility
are American families like the Harrimans and the
McGeorge Bundys.
[H: Anyone want to speculate why the sudden
influx of high-level entities (right up to the House
of Windsor’s Prince of York) is at present
visiting Manila and the “New” President, and
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suggest that GAIA is to be considered “baseless”
and a “sham”? It is fine, for it certainly has been
difficult so far to keep up with former President
Ramos in his constant laps to and fro from these
places such as Washington, New York, etc., etc.
And how is your day going? And, no, I do NOT
think any of you want this job!]

established the “China Inland Mission” whose main
task was to get Chinese cheap labourers dependent on
opium to create a market for their wares.
Members of the British royal family were so
impressed by the immense profits that they
collaborated with the BEIC. They began by taxing
the opium producers in India. Huge amounts of
opium were shipped from India on the “China Tea
Clippers”, and around 13% of India’s income under
the CROWN came from selling pure Bengal opium
in China, supervised by them.
Surely the court did not want this shady
episode exposed. Therefore they involved the
British Secret Services, the BRITISH MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT (MI6) AND THE
SECRET INTELLIGENCE SERVICE (SIS).
The MI6 goes back to Queen Elisabeth I under
whom Sir Francis Walsingham became treasurer for
the “Dirty Tricks” department of the MI6. Due to its
several centuries of experience the MI6 is counted
among the best secret service of the world.
The BEIC was market leader in the opium trade
until the Chinese government prohibited the
smoking of opium in 1729.
From 1791 to 1894 the number of licensed opium
plantations grew under the Crown from 87 to 663.
This finally led to the Opium War in China.
In 1729 the BEIC, as an arm of the Black
Nobility, founded the “COMMITTEE OF 300” to
simplify the handling of banking and commercial
transactions. Today the “Committee of 300” is one
of the most important secret organizations and is
also working towards a “One World Government”.
It is the so-called elite from the CITY. Later this
“Committee of 300” developed tactics to overcome
the Chinese anti-drug laws.
LORD INCHCAPE established the “P&O Shipping
Company” and was the actual founder of the
“HongKong & Shanghai Bank” that helped in covering
up the opium trade. Other British banks involved in
the drug trade are The British Bank of the Middle East,
The Midland Bank, The National Westminster Bank,
Barclays Bank, The Royal Bank of Canada and Baring
Brothers Bank. All these banks are linked to the
Rothschild banks by the “Committee of 300”.
When the Harriman railroad was being
constructed to link California with the East of the
U.S., thousands of Chinese cheap labourers were
transshipped to work on the tracks. Many were
already dependent on opium, and thus the market
was extended to the U.S. HARRIMAN founded his
railroad empire with financing from the “N.M.
Rothschild & Sons Bank” in London.
There are good reasons to deduce that the
Chinese opium-dependent labourers were intentionally
used to extend the opium market to the U.S.
Remarks on Today’s Situation:
The Neue Solidaritat wrote in an article titled
“The Queen and Narcotics” in its edition of
September 8, 1993:
“It is rare indeed, a pleasant surprise, to read
in the British press news about the court that
comes close to the truth. Last week such an item
vied with the headlines on the front page of the
London Times of August 27, 1993. The headline:
“The Royal Family was ‘High’ in the Highlands”.
The article, based on a carefully researched report
in the Scottish magazine Leopard, discloses that
drugs and narcotics were used as a matter of

CHAPTER 17
THE ENGLISH ROYAL FAMILY AND
THE OPIUM TRADE IN THE 18TH CENTURY
Before dealing with England at all, we have to
clarify a few terms.
The QUEEN is the head of the Royal family,
with the British colonial empire—with London as
its capital—governed by the Prime Minister and the
Cabinet.
But just like the Vatican being within Rome, there
is a separate, independent state within London, the
CITY. The CITY, which is called the richest square
mile in the world, occupies just about that area in the
heart of London (2.7 km2). It is said to have about
4,600 inhabitants and about half a million jobs. The
government of the CITY is THE CROWN, comprised
of thirteen members and led by the King of the CITY,
the LORD MAYOR. Here one finds the richest and
mightiest economic institutions of England, like the
“Bank of England” controlled by the Rothschilds,
Lloyd’s of London, the London stock exchange, the
offices of many international merchant companies and
Fleet Street, the centre of news papers and publishing.
The CITY does not belong to England. It is subject
of neither the monarch nor the government of British
Parliament. The CITY is the true government of
England, as both the Queen and the Prime Minister are
subordinate to the Lord Mayor and listen to him. By
the facade of a Prime Minister and a cabinet the
impression is given that these decide what happens,
yet they are just puppets of the CITY.
If the Queen visits the CITY, she is met by the
Lord Mayor at “Temple Bar” the symbolic gate to the
CITY. She bows and asks permission to enter his
private and sovereign state. He shows his approval
by handing her the state sword. At state visits like
this the Lord Mayor in his robe and chain eclipses the
Queen, and her entourage are restricted to ordinary
street clothes. Then he proceeds to lead the Queen
who goes two steps behind him into the CITY.
As I mentioned earlier, the founding of the “Bank
of England” was instigated by William Paterson who
was a CITY agent. According to Des Griffin the
CITY is controlled by the Rothschild empire.
Thus, in order to void misinterpretations, we have
to realize that in Great Britain there are two separately
acting empires—the colonial empire under the royal
family and the empire of the Crown. All colonies with
a white population (Australia, New Zealand, Canada
and South Africa) were under the authority of the
English government. All other colonies (India, Egypt,
Bermuda, Malta, Singapore, HongKong, Gibraltar and
the Central African colonies) were the private property
of the CROWN, so-called CROWN COLONIES.
Of course there was co-operation, because the
Windsor family is part of and the City belongs to the
Black Nobility. During the building of the Empire the
BRITISH EAST INDIA COMPANY (BEIC) made an
immense fortune with the opium trade. The BEIC
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course. From original documents the Leopard
proved that Queen Victoria and her entourage,
often the Churchill and Rothschild families, had
standing orders for sizeable quantities of cocaine,
heroin and other narcotics with a highland
pharmacy. The Times averred the same. It said:
“Queen Victoria, the monarch with the severe mien,
well-known for her “We are not amused” seems to
have ordered enough cocaine and heroin for her
Balmoral estate in Scotland to keep a whole
Highland valley ‘high’.” The papers of the
pharmacy “show that the Royals and their guests
were regularly supplied with considerable amounts
of cocaine and heroin solutions.”
[H: Hey, I repeat: “Don’t blame me for this
information. It is out and it is internationally
scattered. This secretary is simply typing from
black and white printed pages from PUBLISHED
BOOKS. And, no, I would guess that almost no
“outside” readers have ever run into them—
especially at places like “Crown” books.]
CHAPTER 18
BACKGROUND OF
THE BOLSHEVIST REVOLUTION
Because of the many anti-Jewish laws in
Europe, many Jews had no property and thus
were forced to travel around. Whatever country
they elected to be in, they encountered a closed
front against them. At the end of the 19th century
Czarist Russia was the only real obstacle left
against the Illuminati ruling the world.
In 1881 Theodor Herzl, a Khazar Jew, again,
founded the ZIONIST MOVEMENT in Odessa,
Russia, in order to create a Jewish homeland in
Palestine.
At a B’NAI B’RITH meeting in New York in
1916 Jacob Schiff, president of the Kuhn Loeb & Co.
Bank, was elected president of the revolutionary
“Zionist Movement in Russia”.
On January 13, 1917, the Jew LEON TROTSKY
(formerly Bronstein) arrived in the U.S. and received
an American passport. He was seen on occasion to
enter the palatial residence of JACOB SCHIFF.
In their meetings they talked about the Zionist
unrest in Russia, also about what was learned from
the unsuccessful attempt to overthrow the Czar.
Jacob Schiff financed the training of Trotsky’s rebels
who were mainly Jews from New York’s East End
and who were trained on a plot in New Jersey
belonging to Rockefeller’s STANDARD OIL
COMPANY. When they had become proficient in
guerrilla warfare, Trotsky’s rebels left the U.S., with
20 million US$ from Jacob Shiff, on the SSKristianiafjord for Russia, there to start the Bolshevik
Revolution, so the Khazars could get Russia back.
Trotsky and Lenin were both linked to the
Committee of 300 by Bruce Lockhart.
CHAPTER 19
SKULL AND BONES
Let us now examine a most powerful
organization of the Illuminati in the U.S., the
SKULL & BONES order.
Its own members call it simply “The Order”, it
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has been known for more than 150 years as “Local
322” of a German secret society. Others call it the
“Brotherhood of Death”. The secret order of
S K U L L & BONES was established at YALE
UNIVERSITY
in
1833
by
WILLIAM
HUNTINGTON RUSSEL and ALPHONSO TAFT.
Russel brought it in 1832 from his student days
in Germany. In 1856 the order was incorporated
into the Russel Trust.
In 1864 WILLIAM RUSSEL became a
member of the assembly of Connecticut and in 1862
he became General of the National Guard.
ALPHONSO TAFT became Secretary of War
in 1876, then U.S. Attorney General in 1876 and in
1884 U.S. Ambassador to Russia. Alphonso’s son
William was appointed Chief Justice and later
elected PRESIDENT of the U.S.
It is an old tradition to mark the tombstones
of Freemasons with the Master degree with a
skull and crossbones, a tradition also harking back
to the time of the Knights Templar after 1127
AD. Perhaps the order’s name comes from one
of these traditions.
Yale is the only university with societies that
are only open to seniors. The other two societies
at Yale are the SCROLL & KEY and the
WOLF’S HEAD.
The candidates are exclusively white, male,
Protestant and usually from very rich families.
Often the fathers were already members in the
same order. During the last year of study they are
called KNIGHT and later—for life—PATRIARCH.
The reunions of Patriarchs take place at the
DEER ISLAND CLUB in New York. This club
was founded in 1907 by the Patriarch George
Douglas. The Deer Island Club is exclusively run
by Patriarchs, as is the Russel Trust.
The most important members of the Eastern
Liberal Establishment surprisingly have always been
members of one of these societies.
THE
EASTERN LIBERAL ESTABLISHMENT is—
according to Gary Allen—a circumlocution for the
financial, political, academic and media-political
Mafia bossed by the ROCKEFELLERS.
Here one should mention the W.A. Harriman
Company. The founder of this bank, William
Averell Harriman was initiated into the Skull &
Bones order in 1913. In the Twenties Harriman
was the main supporter of the Russians with
funds and diplomatic aid. Harriman had further
support by the first Soviet commercial bank, the
RUSKOMBANK. MAX MAY, vice-president of
the Guaranty Trust and a member of the Skull &
Bones, was the first vice-president of the
Ruskombank. The Guaranty Trust was controlled
by J. P. Morgan & Co. the partner bank of the
N. M. Rothschild Bank. Some partners of J. P.
Morgan were Skull & Bones members: Harold
Stanley, initiated 1908, Thomas Cochran, initiated
1904. The original capital for the Guaranty Trust
came from the Whitneys, Rockefellers,
Vanderbilts and Harrimans, all families with
members in the Skull & Bones order.
PERCY ROCKEFELLER was the only
Rockefeller accepted.
He represented the
Rockefeller investment in the Guaranty Trust and
was its director from 1915 to 1930.
A short summary of the banks just mentioned:

The N.M. Rothschild & Sons has its main
branches in London, Paris, Vienna and Berlin.
Already then the Rothschilds not only controlled the
CITY of London, thus the Crown colonies and the
British Government, but also the French government,
the Committee of 300, the Bavarian Illuminati and so
all the secret lodges in Europe and the U.S.
infiltrated by the Bavarian Illuminati. Together with
their representatives in the U.S.—the Kuhn Loeb &
Co. (director: Jacob Schiff), the August Belmont &
Co. and the J.P. Morgan & Co.—and the M.M.
Warburg Gesellschaft in Hamburg and Amsterdam
they built up—among others—Rockefeller’s
Standard Oil empire, Harriman’s railroad and
Carnegie’s steelworks and thereby controlled the
greatest part of the American economy.
The banks just mentioned are among the most
powerful in the world and are all controlled by
Rothschild. And these were just the “modest”
beginnings of the Rothschild empire, as we are
about to see.
[H: With the assumption that later in the
book there will be the “important” references
to the SKULL & BONES membership, we will
leave the topic pretty much alone BUT, note
please that George H. W. Bush was a member
of this “order” as was his father before him. I
think you should have that association as well
as knowing that in mentioning the Harriman
connection you will find Barbara Bush as well.
This connection becomes more and more
important to our own position as you learn
more about CONNECTIONS.
It might also be worthy of mention that so
too did William Clinton (Billy) attended Yale
for a while and also that “Clinton” is not
Bill’s lineage in actuality. He comes from
the Rockefellers. Perhaps Billy had reason
to be “confused” in his position especially
with such as Ms. Lewinsky who was sent to
seduce him—a nice Jewish girl. No wonder
he just couldn’t bring himself to ever tell the
truth about anything.]
CHAPTER 20
...AND THUS ENDETH
FREEDOM IN AMERICA
Towards the end of the 19th century the banks
controlled by the Rothschilds started a big campaign
to get the rich American economy under their
control. Around 1900 the Rothschilds sent a further
agent to the U.S., PAUL WARBURG, to
collaborate with the banking firm of Kuhn Loeb &
Co. Take note of this name; he was yet to interlink
many more organizations! JACOB SCHIFF and
PAUL WARBURG started a campaign for the
creation of the FEDERAL RESERVE BANK as an
established PRIVATE central bank in America.
In 1907 Jacob Schiff said before the New
York Chamber of Commerce:
If we don’t get a central bank with
sufficient credit control this country will
experience the most severe and far-reaching
financial panic in its history.” (Des Griffin:
Descent Into Slavery)
No sooner said than done. They went on to
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hurl the U.S. into a monetary crisis the resulting
panic at the financial market of which ruined the
lives of tens of thousands of people all over the
country. The panic at the New York stock
exchange brought the Rothschilds—quite apart from a
profit of several billion US$—the success they hoped
for. Cunningly planned, the panic was used as an
argument for the establishment of a central bank to
stave off similar occurrences. Paul Warburg then
told the bank and currency committee:
“In the Panic of 1907, the first suggestion was ‘let
us have a national clearing house’ (Central Bank).”
(Gary Allen: None Dare Call it Conspiracy)
The final version of the decision to introduce
the FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM (the private
central bank of the U.S.) was conceived on J.P.
Morgan’s estate on Jekyll Island, Georgia.
According to H.G. Dorsey the meeting was
attended by A. Piatt Andrew, Senator Nelson
Aldrich, Frank Vanderlip (president of Kuhn Loeb &
Co.), Henry Davidson (senior partner in the J.P.
Morgan Bank), Charles Norton (president of Morgan’s
First National Bank), Paul Warburg and Benjamin
Strong (president of Morgan’s Bankers Trust Co.)
The introduction in 1913 of the Federal Reserve
System enabled the international bankers to
consolidate their financial powers in the U.S. Paul
Warburg was the first chairman of the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York.
The Federal Reserve Act was soon followed by
the 16th Amendment to the Constitution which
enabled Congress to levy taxes on the personal
income of U.S. citizens. This was the consequence
of the fact that the U.S. government could no
longer print its own money to finance its operations.
For the first time since the founding of the U.S.
income tax was levied.
The foremost shareholders of the FEDERAL
RESERVE (The FED) were:
1. Rothschild banks in London and Paris
2. Lazard Brothers Bank in Paris
3. Israel Moses Seif Bank in Italy
4. Warburg Bank in Hamburg and Amsterdam
5. Lehman Bank in New York
6. Kuhn Loeb Bank in New York
7. Rockefeller’s Chase Manhattan Bank in New York
8. Goldman Sachs Bank in New York
Congressman CHARLES LINDBERGH already
then described the new Federal Reserve System as
the Invisible government by its financial power.
How does “The FED” function?
The FED’S “Open Market Committee” produces
Federal Reserve Notes (dollar notes). THESE
NOTES ARE THEN LOANED TO THE U.S.
GOVERNMENT AGAINST OBLIGATIONS
THAT SERVE THE FED AS SECURITY.
THESE OBLIGATIONS ARE HELD BY THE
TWELVE FED BANKS WHICH RECEIVE THE
YEARLY INTEREST PAYMENTS THEREON.
Remarks to Today’s Situation:
In 1982 the U.S. tax office put the national debt
at US$ 115,800,000,000 in interest payments from
the American tax payers. This interest capital goes
into the coffers of the Fed, and so to the
international PRIVATE bankers.
In 1992 the obligations held by the Fed reached
US$ 5,000,000,000,000 and the interest payments by
the tax payers rise continually. And this fortune
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was created by the FED lending money to the U.S.
government and charging high interest rates for
something that cost the FED only paper, ink and
printing costs. This is one of the biggest swindles
in the history of the U.S. and almost nobody
notices. And so the FED holds—via the obligations
of the U.S. government—the lien on the state and
private property of the WHOLE OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. Innumerable lawsuits
have not been successful in reversing the Federal
Reserve Act. There is no legal way for the citizens
to reclaim the money because the FED is not a part
of the government but a private institution.
Apparently the FED is not constitutional and should
therefore not even exist. Nine U.S. states have
cases pending to abolish the FED.

God Always Responds:
Sending The Solutions

CHAPTER 21
THE ROTHSCHILD TOWING SERVICE
Kings and dictators were always infamous for
spending more than they could squeeze out of their
subjects in taxes. The nations and government then
had to borrow the necessary sums from banks. But
how could the banks retrieve their money if a
government could not or would not pay up? The
solution is war!
The business of financing governments functions
on similar lines as the credit institute that lends a
client money to buy a car. If the client cannot pay
the monthly installments the car is recovered. And
how does one recover a vehicle? With another car!
The same with financing governments. You don’t just
lend money to one country only, you also lend to that
country’s enemies. The lender has to ensure that both
countries are of about the same strength so that in the
case of conflict financing will be the deciding factor.
If a country does not pay up, the lender will
threaten it with war by another country or, if it still
refuses payment, have it “recovered” by that other
country as booty (see Machiavelli).
The House of Rothschild has followed these guidelines
for about 160 years now (No. 9 of the Protocols).
Nathan and his brothers started this “game” at
the beginning of last century in Europe, after they
reaped so much profit from the Napoleonic wars.
At that time something developed in Europe that
came to be known as the “Balance of Powers”. In
order to strengthen its position as “invisible ruler” of
Europe the House of ROTHSCHILD had to build
up two power groups of similar strength to
guarantee that “Balance of Powers”. They had to
ascertain that all the A kings could be threatened
with all the B kings. Naturally they financed both
sides. Then they required a third power as a kind
of insurance should one of the countries step out of
line. This country was Nathan’s England which thus
was supreme power in Europe. The outcome of a war
could always be determined by checking which side
was favoured by England. At the end England was
always on the side of the winner. England, or the
Crown, more appropriately, had such an efficient
kingdom recovery service at their hands that the power
of the house of ROTHSCHILD reached tremendous
heights. Around the turn of the century it was said
that they controlled half the proper of the world.
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTERS 16-21,Part 13]
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WORLD BANK

RE:
PHILIPPINES
PREDICAMENT.
EVERYBODY “TALKS” GOD, FEW GIVE A
DAMN ABOUT GOD, NATION OR SELVES
(EXCEPT FOR WHAT THEY MIGHT GAIN
THROUGH ANY MEANS FOR SELF)—GCH/D

The Philippines is on the brink of total collapse as
a nation and totally bankrupt as a people. And yet, at
least two thirds of the population are desperate for
SPIRITUAL TRUTH. This is good but it also
presents opportunities for worse “users” to move in
and take more from the promise of giving a pittance
on which interest will exacted forevermore.
So, the World Bank (WB) steps into the void left by
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) which is in the
throes of disintegration in a struggle to maintain control
for the International Banking Cartel (IBC). These
manipulators and destroyers of nations and
economies step forward, make promises which solve
NOTHING and can, at best, only present as a lifering with holes in it. The President entertains these
diplomats and manipulators, smiles sweetly and silently
agrees to refuse to consider alternative possibilities. What
an interesting world you have on Planet Earth.
Just using the example of manipulation of the Philippines,
the picture becomes, indeed clear if you know anything
about these matters and the New World Order (NWO).
Do you yet have enough alphabet letters to totally
distract you? You have the IMF/WB/IBC/NWO to totally
confuse and cause people without English as a First
language to throw up their hands and look for the Fairy
God Mother/Father. The words “give” are constant and
up front in the promises, while the “give” is totally
missing in the programs offered. Then comes the lesson
from the preachers: Well, man is supposed to SUFFER!
The parasites have descended on the Philippines for
their show-and-tell (and, yes, testing of what can be
pulled-off) like the plague of locusts to the grain fields.
U.S. Senators who participated in the subterfuge in
the time of Marcos and who helped orchestrate the
removal of wealth from the Philippines—are back. They
are no longer necessarily Israel Firsters as they have
graduated to what they always were: Mostly nonHebrew Zionist/New World Order manipulators out to gain
control. THAT CONTROL is demanded through
Economic Control and a separation of all wealth from all
citizens. This is accomplished through force or subterfuge
or a combination of both, hidden behind a shroud of
both patriotism and a claim to be working for peace.
So, the World Bank heads of operations come forth and
promise that if the Philippines will just arrange for anything
working against them (IMF/WB) to be totally ignored, they
will somehow LOAN something more to further enslave
you. The annual cost of interest alone to the IMF from
the Philippines is around $6 billion! The IMF has already
spoken to the big guns of the WB to take over in the relay
race. They are going to “help you” until they bury you.
The WB is promising all sorts of “loans” FOR THE
GOVERNMENT and a bit for some kind of perks to
players who have power—but the strangulation is under
way while everyone shouts that the trouble is over and
the WB has saved the day. This is known in older days
past as “owing your soul to the company store”.
Is GAIA attended? NO, in fact, there is a total
blackout of any recognition of ever having heard
about GAIA from anyone in the government—when

HOW AND WHY A NATION LITERALLY DROWNS
OK, readers, it is time to open the can of worms.
As you read this document, let it be known that
Global Alliance Investment Association (GAIA) has
issued thousands of Deeds of Assignments for
Consideration in and for the Philippines AND MANY
OTHER NATIONS as well. Those funds are based
on GOLD and on the basis of agreements and debt
acceptance of the United States prior to the Federal
Reserve Act of 1913. There is no way to negate
that debt or the holding itself. Billions of dollars
sit in security while having been issued for use by
the Philippine government—and additional many
billions of $$ in value for the PEOPLE in
corporations and in Livelihood Cooperatives and
Farmer-Fisher-Folk organizations TO PUT SOME
SUBSTANCE INTO THE PEOPLE FOR THEIR
USE TO BUILD AND GROW OUT OF POVERTY.
The GAIA program itself has grown to include
total backing through the “purchase” of gold for a
second security to cover this program. The
government and Central Bank seem to have trouble
remembering they have ever even heard of such a
thing—after first being given full details nearly
THREE YEARS AGO. Oh, well, friends, even God
gets weary of the slaves waiting to be finally tied
to the strings of destruction. PLEASE READ ON!
There are at least two full offerings to the
Philippines, done before the deposed Estrada left the
Presidency and several others placed with the various
members of government long before that offering.
When the GAIA people were threatened with
“disposal” if they didn’t run and hide, we issued many
very large Deeds of Assignment to be distributed
should anything happen to the people involved.
$20 BILLION are just for starters for the
Philippines to prove that this was not some con-sham
operation of some kind as it has been tried to
project by the manipulators of your lives, citizens.
People in the government and at the banks claim
they know of no such a program—when we were
told and had documents where heads of state signed
that they were delivered. So be it, our people don’t
much care any longer what takes place as you are
swallowed by the New World Order, New World
Government or, in fact, One World Religious Order.
Man has an interesting habit of praying to God to
“Save Us, Me, We, Ours (and always “send money”).
God responds and sends the solution—YOU KILL
THE
MESSENGERS
AND
TOSS
THE
OPPORTUNITY INTO THE PAYATAS DEATH
MOUNTAIN AND TOSS THE REST OF YOUR
GARBAGE INTO THE STREET. So be it.
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it is KNOWN that the documents are piled up on
every desk of the decision makers.
Even the reports of, supposedly, investigators in no
way discount the validity of such information flowing—
it is geared to innuendo and an “impossibility” factor.
But what is actually happening? Well, a group of CIAasset thugs outfitted in the latest world weaponry, speedboats
and training, are able to take hostages and run circles
around the Philippine military (AFP) and police (PNP).
Now, the Abu Sayyaf, who we call People
Snatchers (PS as in “by the way”), are at it again and
threaten to behead the U.S. hostages who actually have
little to do with the U.S. at all. But, now the FBI is in
the picture and the CIA never was out of the picture.
The ABU SAYYAF is a monster created by the CIA.
People, to get control of the Philippines there had
to “be a war” of some kind to merit the calling in of
“help” to insure keeping control of the gold and other
wealth of the Philippines and ensuring that the people
are kept in total ignorance and poverty. Furthermore,
by holding the war in an Islamic country—you can
also keep the Muslims in total separation through hatred.
It is as old as the world itself, readers, in the modus
operandi of the operators of the Supreme Elite.

MANAGEMENT BY THE SLAVE PRODUCERS—
WHAT MORE COULD BE SAID?
Are the professionals produced from such Third
World Countries as the Philippines, well trained? You
must be kidding if you expect the answer to be yes. Ah,
but, the “paid off” rich people (by the U.S.) are sent to
the U.S. and get into Harvard, Stanford and trained up
by the New World Order in false teachings to INSURE
there is not ability to change the plan. They become the
cloned mental “Dolly” sheep of the Elite Plan.
The U.S. didn’t get voted off the UN Human
Rights Council for nothing.
But let us not distract from something extremely
important and of which we have written before but you
will have forgotten: This Abu Sayyaf which collects
hostages for a living and its “birthright” is the focus.
NOTE: These interesting points regarding “distant”
lands will be ignored or certainly, missed, in the show-andtell of killing McVeigh—so Mark might actually have to run
this several times before having any attention at all.
And, yes, I have intentionally not written on McVeigh,
for you are going to find PROOF in those documents
which surfaced—after being hidden by the FBI—that HE
COULD NOT HAVE DONE THE CRIME AS STATED.
But, innocent or guilty, what kind of life do you think “a”
McVeigh would ever have while being the scapegoat for
the BATF, FBI and the New World Order? And, no, I
certainly did not say the man is guilty or innocent, so
don’t twist my presentation to fit YOUR opinions. And,
YES, you can get all the backup information in
confirmation right out of published papers, books and
media bits and pieces even as strangulated as it is.
First, the culprits tried to blame the deed on the
Arabs, et al., and it didn’t fly, so this is why it is far
wiser to let the story unfold. It will as the story is
unfolded but too late to allow McVeigh to TALK.
Disinformation is the name of the game
EVERYWHERE in a controlled environment (which is
everywhere). We are noting right here and right now in
the midst of the Mindanao upset that there is an article
in the local paper which announces in bold print that
there are over 8,000 foreigners OVERSTAYING their
visas—in Mindanao. The further suggestion is that they
are here to aid and abet the uprising and demand for
separation of Mindanao (The Muslims actually) from the
Philippines. It is claimed they came in last January or
so, for this purpose, and were allowed 59 days to stay
but somehow have not left. It is claimed by the writers
that these are Muslim missionaries.
Oh, wow! EIGHT THOUSAND? Missionaries? All
hiding out in the poverty, war-ridden outback of the
Philippine jungles? The assumption is that somehow the
authorities can’t do a thing about it? EIGHT
THOUSAND? Do YOU see anything possibly a bit
wrong with this “truthful writing”? Oh, yes, it was in
the paper yesterday in this the prime American-Philippine
(AmPhil) publication called The Philippine STAR.
So, how did this next article get INTO the paper?
Well, the management of the paper is off on excursion
to journalistic conferences. And frankly, it goes along
with the observation of the publisher of the paper to
always stomp on the Muslims—as in “get rid of them
all”. This, to me, points up the very good
possibility that humans are basically insane and like
their position in that regard. Good luck, World.
Oh, by the way, about that particular paper: GAIA
issued Deeds to fund the Good Sam Club of Art Borjal and,
as well, the “Soldiers Fund” of [editor] Mr. Soliven. Those
were said to have been delivered and, therefore, we have
to assume that was done because the feedback was “it
needed to be looked at...”. NO WORD HAS BEEN, EVEN

MOVE THE GOVERNMENT LOCATION
At least one observer has suggested something
which won’t fly but points up a FACT. There is
nothing sacred about Manila, or Washington D.C. in the
U.S. The Vice President of the Philippines, Mr.
Guingona, has petitioned to move the site of the
government out of Manila and to some place in
Mindanao—“To get the government out of the clutches
of the sides drawn by the Rich and Famous in Manila.”
I have long suggested you set up the U.S. government
on a Native American Indian Reservation in which the
Natives could at least be paid for the land-use.
Would it help anything to do that? No, but it
would pull money into the area in supplying
outrageous living facilities and foreign visitors who
manipulate the nation and economy. You would have
to have luxury hotels and certainly luxury stores, etc.
However, if no foreign businesses were allowed
within 100 miles of the capitol and no bankers
were allowed within the country itself—you might
just have a go at freedom and growth.
NOW FOR SOME BAD NEWS
FOR THE U.S. LABOR MARKET
You nice teachers, engineers and professionals had
better watch your backsides, for the U.S. Elite are
making a heavy push to increase training for these
positions since jobs are non-existent in the Philippines.
The Overseas Contract Workers are the backbone
of the Philippine economy and are called “HEROES”!
Everybody wants to go abroad, especially to the U.S.
(Big Brother). The U.S. has let it be known, right
now, that they will use all the trained professionals
that can be exported from the Philippines. They will
even finish the training in the U.S. free of charge.
So, how does that make you feel, Mr. Engineer?
These people will work for less than half the wages
demanded in the U.S. by U.S. citizens. There is a “plan”
for paying a portion of the salaries of the workers BACK
TO THE PHILIPPINE GOVERNMENT. And with a
third of the students without teachers or classrooms,
much the less books and desks in the Philippines—who
cares?
IF THIS ISN’T SLAVE-MASTER
MANIPULATION BY THE U.S.—AND WORSE SLAVE
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IN THE NAME OF COURTESY, OFFERED NOR
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS MADE. GAIA had offered
the same thing prior to military operations—but the
documents were not even allowed through the doors.
Nobody has to go farther than first to the records
registration in Washington County, Illinois as regards
Herman, Durham, Certificate (Peruvian) 3392-181 and
Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd. OR more
currently: Clarke County, Nevada in Las Vegas with full
reference to Global Alliance Investment Association.
GAIA has only a corporate office remaining in that
place because of the harassment and legal assaults
resulting in trying to shut down the program.
What a wondrous world man has established!
I next offer you what occasionally slips through the
network and, usually accidentally, into the papers and
then is quickly silenced. This time, however, I ask that
many copies of this writing be made and distributed
hopefully to such as Senate President Pimentel, Mr.
Santuario, Vice President Guingona and anybody and
everybody you can think of. Feel free to copy and
distribute. It is being widely published. Please, about
thirty of you send it to SPOTLIGHT—for it is past time
that publication got some HELP.
[QUOTING The Philippine STAR, “OPINION”,
Friday, June 8, 2001:]
ABU SAYYAF:
THE CIA’s MONSTER GONE BERSERK
By Edmundo Santuario III
To those who have been following the Abu
Sayyaf’s exploits, the offer of military assistance by the
United States government in tracking down the
extremists in Mindanao (southern Philippines) has sent a
chilling effect particularly among the patriotic sectors.
Related to this, similar concerns have been raised as to
why—despite government’s “total war” policy on the small
group of bandits whose hostage-taking spree is a purely police
matter—not one of its active ringleaders has been caught.
Previous suspicions that the Abu Sayyaf enjoys the protection
of some top Armed Forces officials had surfaced again.
In a surprise operation last May 27, Abu Sayyaf gunmen
kidnapped three Americans and 17 Filipinos from the worldclass Dos Palmas resort just off Arracellis in Palawan. It was
not immediately known where the new hostages were
taken but the gunmen reportedly operate from the
southern-most islands of Sulu, Basilan and Tawi-Tawi.
Abu Sayyaf spokesman Abu Sabaya said they also
took 10 fishermen hostage on their way to Basilan.
The kidnapping was pulled off just barely two months
after their last hostage—American Jeffrey Schilling—
was freed after nine months of captivity.
In declaring a “no ransom, no negotiations” policy
to the Abu Sayyaf, President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo
ordered military assault on the group’s suspected
lairs and offered a P100 million (U.S. $2 million)
reward on the ring leaders’ capture, dead or alive.
[H: Now THAT has been interesting!]
Meeting Arroyo in Malacañang on May 30, U.S.
Rep. Robert Underwood offered military assistance to the
Philippine government’s pursuit operations against the
Abu Sayyaf. Underwood, who was accompanied in his
visit by U.S. Charge D’Affaires Michael Malinowski, is
a member of the powerful House Armed Services
Committee and was in the country to explore how
military relations between the two countries can be
enhanced. Malinowski had earlier pledged continued
American military support to the Arroyo administration.
On the same day, U.S. State Department spokesman
Phil Resker demanded the immediate and unconditional
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release of the hostages, particularly Americans Guillermo
Sobrero and missionary couple Martin and Gracia
Burnham. Among the 17 Filipino hostages is construction
magnate Reghis Romero, said to be the front man of
former Estrada crony Mark Jimenez in the purchase of The
Manila Times. The latter, who has just been elected
Manila Congressman, is himself wanted by U.S. authorities.
[H: Oops and “Oh, but...”, some of those hostages
managed to escape and “were rescued”. Hummnn,
top banana of that little bunch was, of all coincidences,
this Reghis ROMERO! Reghis says the “Escape is
a miracle from God”. Oh, well, then, that negates
the also touted big payoff for his freedom! How
foolish we are to have naughty suspicions.]
WARPLANES. Since the Dos Palmas abduction, at
least 12 American warplanes had been seen hovering
over Puerto Princesa City in Palawan. Then on March
31, two U.S. destroyers—the USS Curts and the USS
Wadsworth—and the landing ship USS Rushmore arrived
in the country with 1,200 American troops. Philippine
armed forces officials squelched speculations of U.S.
intervention in the hostage crisis, claiming that the
American troops’ presence was in connection with
ongoing war games in Palawan and Cavite.
Efforts to downplay reports that U.S. military
assistance has indeed come into play in the latest hostage
crisis were of no effect, however, when Press Secretary
Rigoberto Tiglao himself revealed that military contacts
between the two governments are ongoing. The U.S.
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)—whose agents have
been in and out of the country in connection with
“terrorist” cases—was also placed on alert. Former
Philippine Ambassador to Washington Ernesto Maceda also
revealed that in the last year’s Sipadan hostage crisis where
20 tourists were held hostage by the Abu Sayyaf, the
Americans backed military and police operations through
the use of high powered satellite surveillance equipment.
“CIA MONSTER”. U.S. military efforts to
intervene in the Abu Sayyaf hostage crisis appears
to be a turnaround from their reported links to the
Mindanao extremists several years ago.
In May last year, Senate President Aquilino Pimentel
Jr. described the Abu Sayyaf (“Bearer [or Father]
of the Sword” in Arabic) as a “CIA monster”.
Abu Sayyaf members, Pimentel said, were initially
recruited by the Central Intelligence Agency as
mujahideens to fight the U.S. proxy war in
Afghanistan in the ‘80s. Before their deployment they
were trained by Armed Forces of the Philippines AFP
officers in Sulu, Tawi-Tawi, Basilan and other remote
areas in Mindanao. BUT THE ARMS AND FUNDS
CAME FROM U.S. COVERT OPERATIONS
CONNECTED WITH THE CIA,” Pimentel said.
The mujahideens returned to Mindanao after
the Afghan war to constitute the core of the Abu
Sayyaf, the Senate president added.
[H: Now, what does that do to the presentation
that Saudi bin Laden did it all?]
In his revelations, Pimentel cited the book
Blowback by Chalmers Johnson. But it was American
writer John K. Cooley in his book, Unholy Wars:
Afghanistan, American and International Terrorism,
who made “the most direct statement regarding the
training and funding of the (Abu Sayyaf) by the CIA”,
he said. Cooley was the Middle East correspondent for
the reputable Christian Science Monitor and ABC News.
In his “Ghost of the Past” report for ABC News in
August last year, Cooley said the Abu Sayyaf, like many
“international terrorists”, has its origin in the 1979-89
jihad or “holy war”, to expel the Soviets from
Afghanistan. Wanting to tie down the Soviets to their

own little Vietnam War, the CIA recruited and trained
thousands of Islamic militants to support the Afghan
resistance against the Soviet invasion forces. The
American quarterly Foreign Affairs reported that some
35,000 Muslim militants from 40 countries—including the
Philippines—took part in the Afghan jihad. Related
historical accounts said among the recruits was Osama
bin Laden, now the U.S.’s No. 1 “terrorist enemy”.
[H: Golly, gee, there you have it—BUT who is still
supplying, through the CIA, the arms and items of war—
NOW? And, no, don’t tell me: “The Abus are getting it
from ransom money.” WHO IS STILL SUPPLYING
THESE TERRORISTS WITH WEAPONS AND WAR
MATERIALS? IT MUST COME FROM SOMEWHERE—
AND NATIVE TRIBAL PEOPLE AND FISHERFOLK
MUSLIMS SIMPLY DO NOT HAVE THE KIND
OF RESOURCES TO PULL OFF SUCH A FEAT.]
‘FREEDOM FIGHTERS’: “The CIA orchestrated
massive arms shipments via Pakistan, including
state-of-the art Stinger surface-to-air missiles,”
Cooley said. Three American presidents—Jimmy
Carter, Ronald Reagan and George Bush—hailed
the mujahideens as “freedom fighters”, he said.
[H: Note here, however, that George Bush was
former HEAD of the CIA and is also the “father soclaimed” of the NEW WORLD ORDER.” Oh, well...!]
The Abu Sayyaf, Cooley said, was the last of the
seven Afghan guerrilla groups to be organized late in the
war—in 1986 or three years before the Soviets
withdrew. [H: Ah, but, it seems there was
something big coming down in the Marcos PLAN
being worked at the time. Truth usually does rise
from the entropy to reveal its real self. Mr. Bush
was REALLY busy gaining all the wealth of the world
into his pocket. In 1989, however, that all changed
and moved into new hands.] It was founded by an
Afghan professor named Abdul Rasul Abu Sayyaf.
And like Osama bin Laden, the troupe was financed
by Saudi Arabia’s wealthy elite and influenced by
Wahabism, an ultraconservative form of Islam that dates
back to the mid-18 th Century and is espoused by the
Saudi royal family. [H: Oh, and I think that some
of you probably think that Lawrence of Arabia
was an Arab instead of a British military killer.]
“Some of the original veterans of the Afghan
jihad, and their sons and grandsons and those trained
by them, have been operating with destructive effects
since the 1980s from Egypt and the Philippines to
Algeria and New York,” Cooley wrote.
With the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan in 1989,
the CIA’s powerful Pakistan partner, the Inter-Services
Intelligence Directorate (ISI), lost control of the Afghan
fighting groups. The Abu Sayyaf had established a training
camp north of Peshawar, Pakistan, “to train terrorists in the
methods taught by the CIA and ISI”, Cooley reported.
Some 20,000 volunteers were trained in the Middle East,
North Africa, New York and the Philippines.
[H: To our regular readers, 1989 is the very year
that the Certificate making Mr. Bush by far the
richest man in the world by theft, the owner of said
document(s) legally had the instrument changed out
into an identifiable ownership of Russell Herman and
given value by the Federal Reserve. Yes, indeed,
this is the now notable and infamous GAIA (Global
Alliance Investment Association) asset offered for
global sharing through said Alliance/Association by
the same name referred to as above, GAIA. Is it
not, after all, a strange world of “coincidences”?
This story makes those other stories, including that
which followed the deposing of Marcos and then his
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death, ever more easily understood. It was also why
Russell Herman had to be killed as well. But
Russell Herman put everything into MY HANDS for
safekeeping. Yes, me, Cmdr. Hatonn. Smile, you
are on candid camera, Mr. Bush. Mr. Bush went
further and set up corporations as shams and did, in
fact, through collusion with the Nevada Secretary of
State, take over a corporation holding the asset.
This required full need to both secure the
instruments AND reclaim the corporation in point.
BOTH OF WHICH I NOW LAWFULLY AND
LEGALLY HOLD FULL CUSTODY.]
The Abu Sayyaf moved its operations to the
Philippines ostensibly to support the war for a separate
Islamic state. Emerging from these operations were
two leaders—the brothers Abdurajak Janjalani, who
was an Afghan war veteran, and Khaddafi Janjalani.
[H: Anyone care to guess, now, who is
putting up both the idea and funds to get those
“nuts” DEAD OR ALIVE—BUT SO MUCH
MORE PREFERABLY VERY DEAD? It is said
that dead men tell no tales—but I suggest that
the whole show-and-tell, TELLS IT ALL!]
EARLY OPERATIONS. In a privilege speech in July
last year, Pimentel named former Interior Secretary
Rafael Alunan and then Southern Command Chief Maj.
Gen. Guillermo Ruiz as knowing about the group’s early
operations in Mindanao. HE ALSO ASKED THE
SENATE TO SUMMON FORMER PRESIDENT FIDEL
V. RAMOS AND EX-DEFENSE SECRETARY RENATO
DE VILLA TO SHED LIGHT ON THE MATTER.
Pimentel also cited revelations by a police asset,
Edwin Angeles, who has since died mysteriously, that
the military equipped the Abu Sayyaf with vehicles,
mortars and assorted firearms for its raid—the
group’s first large-scale action—70 people died while
50 teachers and schoolchildren were kidnapped.
Following its “split” with the MNLF in 1991, the
Abu Sayyaf resorted to illegal logging, kidnapping,
bombing, looting, burning, killing and other criminal
activities for its logistics and operations. So far, they
have kidnapped at least 32 foreigners, including five
Americans, Europeans and Asians. This does not
include hundreds of other Filipino hostages, a number
of whom were Catholic and Protestant priests and
nuns. Some of them, including priests, were killed.
The metamorphosis of the Abu Sayyaf from
“freedom fighters” in Afghanistan to sheer bandits in the
Philippines is a new dark spot in the U.S.’s covert dirtytricks operations throughout the world. The CIA has
created not just one Frankenstein’s monster in the mold
of the Abu Sayyaf but hundreds of others who are now
wreaking havoc in other parts of the world—including
right in the belly of the United States itself.
But in war and in modern “counter-terrorism
warfare”—which the U.S. now is eager to wage in
the Philippines—there is at least one advantage that
can be drawn. The anti-Soviet Afghan “resistance
movement” promoted the U.S. arms industry. The
U.S. may as well be doing the same thing as it
embarks on a new crusade to destroy one of the
“monsters” it created.—(BULATLAT.COM)
[END OF QUOTING]
Readers, you can keep hiding that head in the
mud as long as you wish—while your world burns
down around you. It is your choice but I would
suggest you really take a long hard look at who
and what manipulates your very lives.
Good morning,
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Foreign Correspondent
dharma
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GAIA Asset Offers
Needed Funding Solution
6/11/01—#1 (14-299)
through, the team takes the load and we, for
RE: THANK YOU TO HOME & GENE’S B’DAY; instance, don’t even miss a paper edition—as in the
BONDOC COLUMN: WHERE’S THE MONEY TO LICK case of John Ray’s current circumstances.
POVERTY? LIBYA’S GADHAFI ENTERS PICTURE;
I do realize that we will be sending more and
DEATH TO HOSTAGES?—ON MCVEIGH’S BIG DAY more local Philippine focus FROM HERE IN
MANILA for the push is obviously on. It becomes
D—I’m given a few minutes here to express absurd to have thought we could dance over to the
appreciation from the E-Es to the support people back Philippines, pull off the coup of the generations,
home. I can tell you right up front that were it not and romp back home without scars or war wounds.
for YOU, this would not be taking place in the BUT, we have been given, thus far, the ability to both
Philippines. I would name you all but it certainly endure, survive and actually see the way to progress
would NOT be the gracious thing to do. We seem to beyond even the expected irritations.
be “up to” or “down to” the really hard blows—and
I ask, “How can we make it?” with just meeting
bravery is not one of my strong suits I guess.
obligations, etc. E.J. RETORTS: “HE HAS NEVER LET
Please, Ellen, will you make sure our Gene is wished US DOWN BEFORE AND WHY SHOULD WE START
a Happy Birthday today? It is as if life in the usual lane THINKING OTHERWISE NOW?” Well, because I’m
has no existence any longer—well, for at least 14 years. HUMAN! Living in another world doesn’t seem to
Every birthday our children experience really brings to make understanding much better in comprehension.
confrontation our own mortality and remaining
Every day in every way GAIA’s holdings and task is
capabilities. We will, however, make every possible better illustrated as valid, legitimate and REAL. It is comedic
effort to get THIS job up and running so that perhaps (if it could really be called funny) what “they” toss at us.
they can spend some quality time with THEIR After three years the only document “conjured” by
children. I don’t forget anyone; I just can’t really do individuals actually supposedly working with us is a
anything about it except love them and miss them. totally laughable construction which is more confirming
I am especially grateful for Gene’s continuing than it ever could be damaging in the long run.
presence here—it almost was not that way. God’s
We got a copy of what was supposed to be a
GRACE is evident always, if we but accept it.
Bureau of Investigation (FBI-type) report that was
So, if HE thinks we can do this job—we CAN supposedly sent to “authorities”, even of the Central
do this job!
Bank. It consisted of three paragraphs of
Every day I look around and am reminded that NOTHING. When others, including attorneys, seek
God says we “can do it”. I have to admit that I can’t even a copy, they are told there “is nothing”.
very often see “how” when we can’t even believe the
We were also told that, for instance, as with Mr.
ones we thought we could believe. The forces of the Ramos who was supposedly so upset he couldn’t
New World Order are formidable and appalling when function—claims he knows nothing about anything like
they turn their attention to us as individuals.
or resembling GAIA or the people involved.
Commander reminds us constantly, however, that
Well, check out the fact that Al Martin told us
“when they turn their attention to you as individuals, that George Bush, daddy of the New World Order,
they are confronted FIRST by me, my dears.” This knew all about those two old people and “wouldn’t
evokes neither nanny, nanny, nanny nor nanu, nanu, they just like to retire and go fishing?” Old? Who
nanu from our less “wisdom-challenged” selves.
is George Bush Sr. to speak of “oldness”?
Every day, however, there comes another and
I only mention this about Ramos, however, to
another and another PROOF that God “is among us” apologize to those nice people we KNOW who gave
and not somewhere off in His heaven playing Sir Ramos a whole GAIA package.
tinker-toys. But, we are so weary of kissing poison
Am I upset over these events? No, because this
toads as to be somewhat callused these days.
program of the NWO is not really working AT ALL with
I am continually amazed by the PLAN and the people—only the politicians and bankers, who, after
approach. I do some typing about which I really am all, ARE THE NWO. WE, IN FACT, HAVE DONE
better off not to think at the time at the keyboard. EVERYTHING WE KNOW HOW—TO WORK WITH
E.J. takes it and usually understands the THEM AND PROTECT THEIR OWN INTERESTS
instructions. He is the one who must DO THE FROM COLLAPSE. WE DIDN’T MAKE THESE
LABOR, MAKE THE MEETINGS, AND SEND THE RULES, NOR THE PROGRAM(S).
MESSAGES. Then I can’t even really hold in mind
There is no question that the entire world is in
the incredible task of getting the “word” to print, desperate condition but the carnage not only doesn’t
press and to the proper persons. IT BECOMES stop, it is again being brought forth in a massive new
TOTALLY OBVIOUS THAT IT IS NOT INTENDED wave of heroics, war and more enslavement. The script
THAT ONE PERSON DO IT ALL, EVEN IF WE is being presented on and through the media.
END UP FEELING RESPONSIBLE FOR IT “ALL”.
Thank you, TEAM, for being there and ever at your post.
The feeling of responsibility for “me” is not
To Dr. Hoffman and Rex: Re: chondrianal e s s e n e d , b u t t h e r e a l i z a t i o n o f B A C K U P i s gaiandriana: EXCELLENT!—DJE
overwhelming. It seems that as the setbacks come
***
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I, Hatonn, would apologize for the “full-time”
demands of this work except that I ask you: What could
be better, more satisfying than this service—or, actually,
more exciting? You have the greatest GIFT to bring to
the world’s table, my dear friends, and it SHALL BE
HEARD—ALREADY—AROUND THE GLOBE!
Dharma speaks for all of you in response to
that question: “Getting it done successfully (as we
deem success to be), Sir!” So be it. My
comment: “Then go make it so...! There is
nothing to stop you except YOURSELF.” What ye
choose to think is what will make it so.
I’ll give all of you a hint as to what Dharma
realizes—and that is that it won’t be long before I
will need her services, for I am not going to
disadvantage our position by yet walking on stage.
We must do this job and be accepted because it
RIGHT, not because it is sensational.
Focus to the news releases, please. There is
so much backup that you miss as to be astounding
and in that let me point out a few things that “are
not seen” in the press.
One headline: “Libya’s Gadhafi offers help to end
Sayyaf crisis”. But that is not what it seems.
The “article” itself says that Mr. Gadhafi
CALLED to offer assistance in the matter of the
“secessionist Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF)
(Even that statement, however, is NOT true.), with
talks to open June 20 in Tripoli, Libya.
“Mr. Gadhafi reiterated his full support for the peace
talks, and thanked her for accepting Libya’s offer to host
it in Tripoli,” Tiglao (Presidential Spokesman) said.
[H: Now pay attention carefully to the
wording of the next paragraph:] “He added that
Gadhafi CASUALLY ASKED MRS. ARROYO
ABOUT THE HOSTAGE CRISIS IN BASILAN,
and told her that his government is AVAILABLE
FOR WHATEVER THE PHILIPPINES MAY ASK
TO HELP END THE HOSTAGE DRAMA.”
“CASUALLY”? It is sort of like this—Mrs.
Arroyo if you want to know about GAIA, why
didn’t you “casually” ask Mr. Gadhafi?
Have “we” contacted Mr. Gadhafi? No, but
bunches of others from other countries HAVE. So
much for that article.
Now, over in the paper with little attention is
another article which will have significant meaning
to that same referenced meeting: Excerpt: “3 Nur
aides take over as OIC-governor.”
COTABATO CITY—“Three subordinates of
Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao Gov. Nur
Misuari—two of them incumbent regional officials and
the other still awaiting the election results in the
second congressional district of Maguindanao—have
separately assumed as ARMM officer-in-charge
(OIC)...”. Oops and golly, gee whiz. OIC more
officially means: Organization of Islamic
Countries—but this means “Officer-in-charge”.
Well, you just can’t trust even the alphabet soup!
As a matter of fact, in spreading information and
catch-up, let us not overlook the press release regarding
GAIA as supplied by Bellringer-Martin-Young in the
Mindanao TIMES, (Article by Mitchel R. Confesor,
Publisher: G.E. Torres and, yes, there has been much
communication with that entity), and reprinted with
amazing update poppycock from Editor Young in
Spectrum. Both the TIMES article and Dr. Young’s
comments and re-presentation were offered in
CONTACT. Certainly, they can’t deny knowing about
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GAIA, can they? Even that article didn’t deny GAIA or the
asset but rather, only misreported the amounts and
potentials. Remember, readers, it was an international
Internet bash-job of Ekkers—not the program. Neither
Rick Martin nor Ed Young CAN DENY THE
PROGRAM—lest Rick forget. For reference for any of
you inspired readers: MINDANAO TIMES, <http://
www.mindanaotimes.com.ph>. Address: Main Office: Cor.
P. Reyes & Palma Gil Streets, 800 Davao City, Philippines.
By the way, in that same publication there is a very good
release by one, Gil Santos—who happens to be one of our own
visitors. He said that his article was simply “syndicated”
(he is a very prominent commentator in the Philippines)
and he was unaware of the “Gold” reference on the front
page as he had not seen the paper (at that time).
Therefore, even if anyone bothered to ASK, these
people would all recognize the topic, especially Mr.
Santos, if they really want to know about GAIA.
I don’t want to dwell on these things longer, for in
today’s paper there is the article by Jarius Bondoc
“GOTCHA” who asks the IMPORTANT QUESTION
OF THE DAY: “WHERE’S THE MONEY TO LICK
POVERTY?” WELL, GAIA STANDS READY,
WILLING AND ABLE!
[QUOTING The Philippine STAR, Monday,
June 11, 2001, Jarius Bondoc, “Gotcha”:]

* access to safe drinking water, 69.7 percent;
* availment of public housing program, 2.9 percent;
* access to sanitary toilet, 67.7 percent
* access to electricity, 47.3 percent;
* family head gainfully employed, 57.6 percent;
* with children aged 6-12 years in school, 82.1 percent;
* with children aged 13-16 in school, 45 percent;
* with working children, 20 percent.
Behind the stark statistics are the harsh realities of
life not only in slums but also on hillside and coastal
villages where more of the poor dwell. Almost half
of mothers and infants aren’t getting enough chances
to survive. Close to a third of families fall prone to
floods yet have no water to drink or latrines.
Almost half have no jobs, and thus have no money for
as basic a need as electricity. Children are dropping
out after elementary school, not to work for lack of
skills but to bum around with no money for fare or
food to go on to high school. Hardly anybody lives
in the few mass houses that government has built.
Knowing how acute the problem is, Social Welfare
Secretary Dinky Soliman is shifting her department’s
meager funds into food aid. Health Secretary Manuel
Dayrit has mobilized more medical missions and basic
drugs that his office can afford. The housing agencies
under Secretary Mike Defensor and the Urban-Poor
Commission are working on ways to bring down the
cost of mass houses from P500,000 to P80,000. Sure,
they all believe they should not just give a hungry man
fish, but teach him how to fish so he won’t go hungry
again. But teaching takes time. So man’s tummy is
grumbling. Can mentor and student take time out for
snacks? A plan is to expand to other regions an earlier
experiment in Bicol of giving school children a bag of
rice to bring home at the end of classes.
[H: ARE YOU READERS “REALLY”
READING THIS?]
Other agencies are rechanneling resources for quick
employment. [H: Come now, what jobs and where?]
With help of private foundations, Environment Secretary
Heherson Alvarez is contemplating on recruiting tens of
thousands to plant fruit trees along highways. Philippine
National Oil Company president Thelmo Cunanan also
has ordered tree-planting around government-operated
mines and exploration sites. The board of the subsidiary
PNOC Coal Corp. has decided to buy more coal from
camote (small-scale) miners, and at higher prices.
[H: Oh, well, THAT should fix it. Let’s see now,
how many years does it take a fruit tree to bear
fruit and how many will be fed—IF they ever bear
fruit? How many will still be alive?
WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH YOU PEOPLE?
GAIA IS INSTANTLY AVAILABLE FOR ALL
THESE NEEDS—IMMEDIATELY! GOD HAS
RESPONDED TO YOUR PRAYERS—ARE YOU
TOTALLY BLIND, DEAF AND DUMB?]
Ultimately, though, the poser arises: Where to get
more to replenish funds for emergency employment?
[H: GAIA, GAIA, GAIA—ANYBODY OUT
THERE? GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT
ASSOCIATION (GAIA)!!! GAIA IS A GLOBAL
ALLIANCE/ASSOCIATION. THE INVESTMENT
IS FROM GAIA—IT IS NOT AN INVESTMENT
PROGRAM. HALF OF THE FUNDS GO INTO
THE BANK TO PURCHASE GOLD TO DOUBLE
THE SECURITY. THE FUNDS REMAIN AS
SECURITY IN THE NATION WHILE THE
RESERVES CAN BE USED BY THE BANKS TO
MAKE MORE LOANS. REQUIREMENTS? A

WHERE’S THE MONEY TO LICK POVERTY?
Days after the May 1 assault on Malacañang,
social workers trooped to 22 slums from where most
of those arrested came. Armed with survey
questionnaires, they expected more to verify what
they already knew than stumble on anything new.
What do the urban-poor need most, they asked
thousands of respondents. Some said they were
fans of jailed ex-President Joseph Estrada, a few
acknowledged Gloria M. Arroyo’s ascendancy,
most didn’t care who was in power. All invariably
said, “Give me a job, quick,” followed by “I’d like
eventually to own the lot I’m squatting on.” But
there was a constant heart-breaker: “Hush, can I
trouble you with one request? My kids are sick.
Do you happen to have food with you?”
Even the poorest of the poor find it undignified,
un-Filipino perhaps, to beg for food. Hunger, after
all, can be sated by a few morsels, scavenged
from garbage most likely, followed by big gulps of
water from the artesian well. But not for days on
end, not if all the neighbors are as desperate.
Although used to seeing poverty, Undersecretary
Veronica Fenix-Villavicencio found the slum immersion
alarming. She’d been a student activist helping the
homeless in the ‘80s, an NGO worker dealing with
woodcutters in the ‘90s. Now with the National
Anti-Poverty Commission, Veronica’s voice cracked
as she recounted the whispered entreaties of the masa
in this promising new millennium. “More than five
million don’t have jobs, a third of them in Metro
Manila,” she said as she fought back her tears,
“they are hungry and need medicine, nutrition...”.
There are many more things the poor need. A
study that Veronica helped prepare with NAPC
Secretary Ging Deles says it all about access to basic
needs of the poorest 40 percent of households:
* pregnant women with iodine supplements,
52.8 percent;
* pregnant women with iron supplements, 59 percent;
* access to family planning services, 89.1 percent;
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PROJECT AND A REGISTERED ENTITY.
IS THERE SOMETHING WRONG HERE?
INDEED—THE POLITICIANS AND BANKERS WILL
NOT EVEN DISCUSS IT—JUST IGNORE. WELL,
PHILIPPINES, IGNORING THIS PLIGHT WILL
MAKE NONE OF IT GO AWAY EXCEPT YOUR
NATION, YOUR WEALTH AND YOUR VERY
FREEDOM. GAIA CAN AND WILL BE HAPPY TO
SUPPLY FUNDS TO PUT EVERYBODY TO WORK
THIS AFTERNOON—IF NOTHING ELSE THAN TO
CLEAN UP YOUR PLACE AND GET READY TO
BUILD AND FLOURISH “FOR SELVES”.
PERHAPS SOMEBODY COULD GET MR.
BONDOC, OR MR. BENIGNO (TEODORO) or
somebody with a mouth to be heard, to call,
meet, confer and check out possibilities. THE
POLITICIANS ARE NOT GOING TO SAVE
YOUR NATION, DREAMERS—YOU ARE
GOING TO HAVE TO DEMAND A HEARING.
BUT TO REPEAT THE LINE:]
Ultimately, though, the poser arises: Where to get
more to replenish funds for emergency employment?
Re-elected Senator Frank Drilon believes the
administration will have to bite the bullet and borrow
from abroad. It’s a risk, but close to full employment,
even if on emergency mode, can jumpstart the economy
enough to entice new investors. [H: B.S.! A GAIA
package was sent to Mr. Drilon without the courtesy
of a reply. Response? “He is busy with the
campaign.” Before that? “He is busy with the
trial.” But now get this next:] Rep. Joe de Venecia,
the only aspirant for Speaker who has so far presented
an economic agenda, adds that a New Deal-type of
emergency employment is the first step to his Plan
747, that is, seven percent growth for seven years.
[H: From what will you get growth? Stop lying
to yourselves. By the way, we had a personal
delivery made to de Venecia by one who said he
was a close neighbor and that party is very well
recognized around town. That delivery party
simply was, he said, appalled at the nonresponse if nothing more than the courtesy of
acknowledgement. Postscript question: Can the
starving child wait seven years?]
The academe sees results not in foreign loans but in
aid. Ed Morato, dean of the Asian Institute of
Management, believes that Mrs. Arroyo’s credentials as
an economist, coupled with her physical attributes, put
her in a unique position to seek help even from donorfatigued governments. “Even the ongoing Abu Sayyaf
crisis can be cited as example and used to highlight the
poverty in the countryside,” he points out.
Cunanan says there’s enough government
money lying around in bank deposits to match
foreign aid, as donors require. Such aid can
generate more emergency jobs.
Ed Olaguer, also from AIM, advocates a more
radical approach. Now is the time, he says, for finance
officials to seek debt forgiveness or at least a
moratorium on payments. He laments that government
pays a billion pesos a day in debts—money that can
otherwise go into pro-poor, anti-poverty programs.
[H: Why then, doesn’t somebody get MR. ED
OLAGUER over to meet Mr. Ekker at The Gilarmi
and discuss that very topic. You don’t need to
negate those debts as if you need forgiveness for
living—pay them off and stop the insanity.]
Prof. Elfren S. Cruz, one-time chief of president
Cory Aquino’s Malacañang staff, offers other details.
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Now with La Salle Graduate School of Business, he says
senators and congressmen should spend their usual P15billion-a-year pork on emergency jobs in their respective
locales. Another P15 billion can be raised from Pagcor,
the charity sweepstakes and the President’s Social Fund
to create 300,000 new jobs to clean esteros, dredge
rivers or plant trees. “Economists will claim that this
kind of employment is nonproductive,” Cruz argues, “but
the funds are anyway being wasted, so why not use it
to help the poor gain purchasing power which will help
our domestic economy?” He also advocates buying
Filipino products and tax incentives for companies that
will help employ the unemployable. [H: Say what? (??)]
Call his ideas fascist or communist, Cruz dares as
he recalls the very words used at the start of the
New Deal of U.S. President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt. “So long as the more than five million
get jobs, he doesn’t care about labels.”
[H: So, get Mr. Elfren Cruz over here also. The
Gilarmi is right on Ayala Avenue, in Makati. Mr.
Ekker will be very happy, indeed, to speak with you
along with any others who wish to honorably
participate. Now for you people who wish to contact
Mr. Bondoc with these suggestions: He can be
reached at The Philippine STAR as can Mr. Benigno.
Mr. Bondoc is as close as your keyboard,
LOCALLY OR IN DISTANT U.S.A., if you have
e-mail: jariusbondoc@workmail.com]
[END OF QUOTING]
YOU can make THE difference if you want to
actually DO SOMETHING. We are weary of people
waiting for us to get this job done. E-mail messages go
like the wind in split second segments.
The Powers-that-Be want this to be absolutely
stonewalled until they can think of something ELSE to
do to negate the program. You are responsible to see
that it doesn’t die on the vine, readers and friends (of
humanity). Nobody has a corner on responsibility!
IT IS YOURS! These people here have met the
enemy head-on and risked the bullets. The
investigators can simply go check out the records.
There have been DOZENS of top-notch attorneys at law
go over this with a fine-toothed comb. Denial was
PROMISED by the Elite and to “stonewall” was in their
first announcement! So what! They have only made it
difficult to present the impossible which made the wait
a bit more difficult to accomplish the impossible. As it
was said: “There is no truth in them, the ones of Satan.”
I believe it was even stated that Satan was their father!
Also: “They were liars from the start...”.
Amazingly enough, our program (GAIA)
costs a nation or a bank NOTHING, neither a
centavo nor dollar.
What of the U.S.A. from where comes the
program and the people making the offer? It is
this asset unlawfully used that has brought the
world to its knees and into the hands of the Elite.
The other participants holding assets from this
contract have been all but destroyed. Remember that
there is a Russell partner and “wife” involved who was
a partner in offering the U.S. STATES a tremendous
share of this wealth. She was amazingly stopped dead
in her tracks—but not before careful measures were
taken to protect the assets themselves.
Go read the Protocols of the Elders of Zion to finish
understanding the Elite modus operandi as regards
WORLD CONTROL.
Thank you, GCH
dharma

Philippines Needs GAIA:
NOW—Very, Very Badly
6/12/01—#1 (14-300)
RE: PHILIPPINES INDEPENDENCE DAY (103
YRS); DAY AFTER MCVEIGH; WILL THE ABU
SAYYAF BEHEAD THE AMERICANS IN MINDANAO
(OR DID THEY ALREADY)? WILL THIS BRING
TROOPS (U.S.) INTO THE FRAY?
INDEPENDENCE DAY (103RD)
CELEBRATION: PHILIPPINES
So, the question today is: “Has there been any
independence?”
My question is: Has there been any
INDEPENDENCE “anywhere” on the globe? Or,
are there simply days of pomp and circumstance,
costumed parties and flag waving while arguing
over the “National Anthem” and a seeking of
becoming more DEPENDENT?
Dharma simply realistically recognizes that we double
up or triple up on our work on holidays and weekends.
How long can this go on? As long as it takes!
I actually caught her humming the Philippine
National Anthem early this morning and feeling a really
genuine love for these, her little brothers in the
Pacific. The U.S. has such a responsibility to these
people and yet the taking has been so much the
greater than the “giving” to them.
It is really quite sad, for the U.S. wants to
USE the Philippines but certainly wants NO
RESPONSIBILITY. You must understand that the
Philippines LOSES ITS VALUE if it should become
a “State” of the U.S.
It is very much like the new desired (by the
Elite) coalition establishment of the Americas. The
U.S. along with the Queen’s Canada would own it
all and could then dictate the rest of the way
without interference or objection. Would anyone
gain? No, every one of the nations, including the
U.S. and Canada, would lose as sovereign nations
and people. After the treaties and agreements, the
arguments are basically over. It is just a more
finalized way of New World Order.
MCVEIGH
Ok, now you have killed McVeigh for crimes
against humanity in Oklahoma City, U.S.A. Is the
world BETTER today? Are you sure? One thing you
will never now have: Truth of who, how, what, and
why such a dastardly thing as that bombing happened
in the first place. And, yes, the errors OF THE
PEOPLE, as the Elite Planners work their wonders,
increase, for each incident that happens you will
DEMAND blood and death and more and more
restrictions and control as you THINK you are getting
protection. You are safe NOWHERE now.
By the way, how many of you who reach the end
of your days would rather die of painful cancer than
a nice quiet drug injection which “puts you to sleep”?
Or would you prefer the beheading which is a rather

primitive custom—(you know, like the French
Revolution and England’s finest hour!). Just WHO
and HOW do you want GOD TO JUDGE AND
HANDLE EARTHMAN, INCLUDING YOU? WHY?
The facts being that you make (create) that which
“is”—as in the play being an actual illusion (play) at
best—what is it you REALLY want? Whatever it is:
YOU DO WANT IT “YOUR WAY”, DON’T YOU?
You DO pray to GOD to make things work out “for
you”, don’t you? Don’t fudge the answer, please.
You want to know something, inquirer? It will;
the minute you get on the side of honor, truth and
true goodness—along with seeking JUSTICE and
FREEDOM—FOR
“ALL”,
NOT
JUST
ABUNDANCE AND FREEDOM FOR SELF!
No, I am NOT going to preach on these
things—you have had enough preaching to surely
last you the rest of your experience.
ABU SAYYAF, MINDANAO AND CIA
No, readers, you cannot separate these topics any
longer! You can’t even pull Israel out of the loop of
this overall topic. Why? Because Israel is the biggest
ARMS dealer in the world today—anywhere.
Now, let us look at something else which
demands attention at this time: drugs and money
laundering. And, NO, I did not say there was
actually a direct connection but let us consider PAST
connections—coming right up through TODAY which
even links George Dubya Bush, President, to drug
traders. Circumstantial evidence? Well, my
goodness, what else did you have on McVeigh?
When you look at the incredible war games
being foisted off on, actually, native tribespeople in
Mindanao, while calling them “Muslims”, is it
possible you just don’t know your daily news?
Right now on CNN, the FIRST lead topic is “The
Philippines”. What nobody notices, however, is that
on some of the back pages of the Philippine (Manila)
papers is a renewal of the status of the Philippines
as a “Money Laundering” possibility. What money
would be laundered through this Island group? And
why would the CIA with its “suggested” drug
connections need money laundering?
BUT, is it actually a matter of as gross a thing as
drugs? Well, yes and no. Drugs are out of hand in,
especially greater Manila—but, no, that is NOT the
bigger need for banks and money laundering. The
CORRUPTION PAYOFFS MUST HAVE ABILITY TO
CONTINUE TO CIRCULATE. People, it is KNOWN
that of the Philippine IMF debt (just the IMF), there
is due-and-owing a minimum of $6 Billion in interest
payments alone. The going knowledge is that at least
TWO BILLION DOLLARS of that sum goes to
kickbacks—and these kickbacks are to very closely
associated personalities. No wonder Mr. Estrada,
after becoming President, gleefully exclaimed, “My
God, the money just keeps pouring in—bigger than
before,” whatever “before” might indicate. So just
exactly what did the President accumulate in JUST 18
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MONTHS, billions and billions of pesos—more,
apparently, than “before” when he was already receiving
kickbacks and payoffs as political offices were held.
And, no, I am not into Erap’s personal affairs or
trials with tribulations. I can guarantee you,
however, that similar offers are being made right now
to the new administration of which the claim is that
only the President was changed-out while the
corruption continued uninterrupted. That,
however, is ALSO not our business as to ability to
input other than observations exactly like this one.
We are NOT into money games or secret
deals. Perhaps it is true that nobody, then, knows
what in heck to do with us or our program. This
is too hot a potato to toss around in the open—so
try to bury said potato until it rots dead away
seems to be the idea. I would guess, however, that
in the world this Philippine mess, including GAIA, is
considered “little potatoes”, if, indeed, HOT.
So what of the Philippines Central Bank and
Philippine GOLD?
Now there is one for the books and right off
the daily newspaper pages: 95% of the Philippine
Central Bank GOLD has been shipped OUT OF
THE PHILIPPINES to “SWAP” for monetary
credits. But NOW where is the gold? GONE!
SO, THE PHILIPPINES NEEDS GAIA—VERY,
VERY BADLY. Actually, Bush and Boys need
GAIA badly because the GOLD IS GONE! You
see, when Dad Bush did his deals, he based his
expenditures on NOTHING, especially not on gold
to back up his grabs—except to acquire gold
interests (i.e. Barrick) and some “Black Gold” (oil)
holdings to outdo everyone. Check out Kuwait,
Bahrain and, yes, indeed, Brunei!
And as we write, Indonesia’s Jakarta hoopla
covers Australian World Order snatch of everything in
East Timor which includes lots of “gas”, oil AND
GUESS WHAT: GOLD. Even the Papua New Guinea
pipeline project got dumped in favor of grabbing off
East Timor, leaving PNG again in the pits. I can
guarantee you that the Philippines or Indonesia will
NOT be left with gold-plated palaces like Brunei or
even as planned by one, Erap Estrada who just needed
to get rid of his “pouring in” wealth.
Be all this as it may, the only way to “contain”
the Philippines is to work up a major conflict in
Mindanao whose people don’t want “to take it any
longer”. There has to be a way to weasel in the
military—and enlarge to the UN and you have a
military presence in Mindanao that will never leave.
Worse, it is already known and discussed quite openly
here in wonderful picturesque downtown Manila.
How much banked or stored gold exists around
the globe under the Marcos PLAN worked out WITH
the U.S. Administration Reagan-Bush? Well, you
certainly know that there is a lot in Iraq and more in
Libya—oh, gosh and golly, gee. The Indonesia and
PNG reserves are about to be seized by taking of the
Central Banks under whatever subterfuge will fly,
through the WORLD BANK. Just a wee-tad bit more
debt and foreclosure is at hand without all that nasty
negotiating for a quiet/secret snatch.
And so, when you reconsider the plight of
Mindanao the overall picture is quite disturbing. It is
especially disconcerting now that alienation is made
with Malaysia if at all possible—but which just
doesn’t quite make it all the way as far as brotherhood
of the people is concerned. In addition, that nasty old

GAIA has a whole bunch, like many bunches of Deeds
in Mindanao where it is said there is enough gold all
by itself, to make it work perfectly—even through
Malaysia or anywhere. One thing about the REAL
Muslims (Islamic) is their brotherhood among
themselves. And, NO, they DO NOT advocate
violence in any manner whatsoever. Sorry about that,
you people who think they are violent by teaching or
nature. It does seem, however, that after being
battered, bashed and robbed, they say they just are
“mad as hell and won’t take it any more”. For
goodness sakes, they don’t even take “interest
payments”. It was easy, indeed, for Chase Manhattan
Bank to steal everything they wanted. Moreover, after
three generations of “revised” history, whoever was
able to write the books could take over without much
objection. Unfortunately, or fortunately as the case
might be—the Muslims simply didn’t buy the revised
historical presentations, including the Holocaust, unless
there are some who work with that New World Order.
How many of you have noticed that a major
player-member of Bilderbergers is a Palestinian?
How many of you will pick up a reference to
Current Affairs as being a U.S. quarterly journal
(magazine) as it is quoted? My goodness, yes, it
is THE MAGAZINE OF THE CFR (COUNCIL ON
FOREIGN RELATIONS) THE EXCLUSIVE CLUB
OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300.
You might want to ask along about here: “What
does that have to do with Abu Sayyaf and
Mindanao?” EVERYTHING!
And, you continue by asking: “What does all this
have to do with the Federal Government (a foreign
entity), a Federal Building in Oklahoma City, U.S.A.
and a Timothy McVeigh?” EVERYTHING!
CLOSER TO HOME WITH AN EXAMPLE?
Response to Ellen from Ekkers regarding the
“Bankruptcy” papers you forwarded this morning:
The Financial corporation emerging from
bankruptcy in Santa Barbara happens to be THE
Financial Institution owned by the same high rollers
who also owned Santa Barbara Savings and Loan and
who carried the paper on Ekkers’ house until the prior
owners of the property itself were put into
bankruptcy. Since there was a contract with Santa
Barbara through those prior owners, Ekkers were
100% involved. You can check out this tale with
Audrey J.—for she accompanied Ekkers to Santa
Barbara to meet with the Resolution Trust Corporation
(RTC) after the takeover of Santa Barbara Savings.
Only a couple of things wrong here.
It was noted that the big shots of Santa Barbara
Savings and Loan Association (called Association)
took massive bonuses, switched around officers and
offices and actually put into their home office (biggest
office) the area RTC executive Director. Wow, that
was a day to remember, so I’m sure Audrey can
expound on it quite sufficiently.
The whole story is far too long and dreary for here but
the shakeout is that the good loans of those “insider”
institutions went to Bank of America—while those
considered questionable, problem or non-performing loans
(mortgages) went to payoff by YOU THE TAXPAYERS
OF THE GOOD OLD U.S.A. Believe me when I
remind everyone that the Ekkers were very definitely,
from the beginning, PROBLEM CUSTOMERS.
Worse than this might appear was the fact that the
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LEGAL firm from which came the Municipal Judge,
Jason Brent of Mojave, California who first did-in the
Ekkers (along with the law firm of one, Steven Horn,
adversary par non-excellence) and the RTC was the firm,
Shea and Gould (out of New York and Beverly Hills),
that had Controlling interest in the “Association”.
To protect themselves the Financial Company in
Santa Barbara along with the dirty little bunch of them
took Bankruptcy—Chapter 11 (restructuring). All they
had to do was divest, get paid off and do business
under some other entity temporarily and finally NOW,
after all these years—will get their final release by
court order. The court just wants to tell as much,
for any objection, regardless of what is stated, will go
to the trash can just like the entire case was
handled to the tune of hundreds of thousands of
dollars lost to the court and lawyers. The dirty
bounders come right back into business bigger and
better than ever with NO DEBTS—while the RTC
went down and out and the criminals win again.
Possibly more interesting is how might have our
people even ended up with paperwork? It certainly
does point out that Ekkers WERE VERY DEFINITELY
A PART OF THE CASE—EVEN WHILE THE CLAIM
WAS THAT THEY WERE NOT AND HAD
NOTHING TO DO WITH THE PROPERTY.
I would hope that someone will make sure Millers
learn of this little side-lark through the legal jungle.
Could Ekkers reopen the case and object? Of
course, that is what the paperwork is all about! Laugh
while you can, citizens, you will surely be next!
I do want these things documented, E.J.,
because there are so many clouds on THAT
property “title” as to astound the never-astounded.
Then there is an additional problem with that particular
property: There is a spring under the house itself which
“runs”, mostly underground, during any wet season.
There is also a Sipapu which has only meaning to
the few of you. It is, however, a blessing for the
respectful. However, to the “wicked”, let us say, it
is a dastardly place from which to have stolen
property. Does this mean ghosts and goblins?
No, it means a bit of Spiritual specialness.
E.J.: Note that that beautiful home was for sale
three years prior to your involvement and it hasn’t
improved to date. It just sits there empty,
awaiting—what? People on the very street itself
can’t stand the “noise” and ringing in their ears. It
shared GREAT JOY and wondrous experiences.
Never overlook the reminders of possibilities.
Is the place “cursed”? No, indeed! It was blessed
just as you were and are blessed. Joy flows from these
little revelations and realizations. That spring, alone, is
an albatross attached to that house for it was not
“disclosed” as under the law—even when the RTC sold
it. My goodness, what possibilities! Then when Millers
again put it up for sale, it was “overlooked”.
Now all the contents are lost (gone), the birds
gone, and the very heart of the place is mourning.
You can’t believe such a thing? THINK AGAIN!
I know, you tend to put aside the issue because
being 9,000 miles away and unable to DO anything,
even protect the businesses which were “home
officed” in that structure, you try not to realize the
loss? JUST SEE TO IT THAT NO STATUTE TIME
LIMITATIONS LAPSE! That includes the Spectrum
case. You will NOT be locked in Manila forever and
some of these things are not just personal, they are
mandatory responsibilities—especially corporate
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fiduciary responsibilities. We will have to clean it
up—all of it. Even that which you would “rather
not” must be attended. Options by then, however,
will be MANY. But, no, you will not escape the
building in that area, for there is much to be
done—and by your journey back, there will be
ability for people to be available to handle it.
I don’t want to belabor these points but I see
great questions which arise in the “what if” unknown.
I cannot get rid of the “what-iffing”, for that is each
individual’s choice. Certainly there ARE ways to achieve
the needs perceived for the interim push—even if the
push is “forever”. When the “can’ts” are released in the
light of “what is right”, you can let go—and God will...!
However, only through prudence, good management and
good stewardship will the outcome be perfected. We
have sent forth GOOD and, therefore, ONLY good shall
ultimately return. Know that it is so.
As we look around, especially in the Philippines, you
can see such a need unto the smallest child that you can
realize we cannot leave our post nor our participation.
Three years is long, yes, but already you don’t
remember the dates of your so-called big events (good
or bad). Most of you can’t even remember the year
and thus much the less, the date of things you
believed at the time you could never ever forget.
Recognize this truth by stopping and considering
things in your own special life. Even the loss of a home
only conjures a “thought”—and only the loss of the living
parrots both large and small, actually bring “pain” as to
loss of property. It is, even then, only the happenings
of the experience that brings such sadness—and further
resolution and confrontation are the only causes of regret.
Moreover, the loss of the sparrow, Albird, still brings the
most acute response to the heart, as does the tiny
monkey, Sam. Man, without these emotions is
NOTHING—for Man must feel LOVE/JOY and LOSS to
be whole. Soul is measured by the conscience.
When you accept life as a series of experiences,
negative and positive, to be expressed, the overall picture
becomes far more comprehensive. You can experience
some things WITH another or others, but only YOU can
experience that which is YOURS. This is true of the
most dense jungle in Sulu or Sumatra or the driest
desert in Saudi Arabia. Perhaps this can help put
things into perspective and also bring realization of
“remoteness dilution” (the farther the distance and the
longer the time interval) brings the relative emotional
reality as well as the softening of events themselves.
This is in no way to mean that you either
“forgive” or “forget”—for “forgiveness” is truly a
nebulous idea. Forgetting is truly a no-no, for once
you “forget”—you have negated the very experience
itself with its lessons learned (or not learned as the
case most usually is). The most creative abilities,
however, come from the negatively perceived obstacles
in the pathway. That is because, if all goes as you wish,
you pay little attention. You can both make them go as
you wish AND BE CREATIVE IN HANDLING THE
“PROBLEMS”. Be a bit willing and versatile while
remaining totally “adaptable”. Try it; you’ll like it.
I would leave you with this thought: Act in
every way and in every day toward protection of
that which is your sovereignty in both world, nation
and self. Independence within that sovereignty is
really all the freedom you have with which to
attend yourself. It is a precious thing—and how
long you hold it is UP TO YOU.—GCH
dharma
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
THE GOLD POOL
By Clif Droke, gold-eagle.com, 6/9/01
CHAPTER 3
Alan Greenspan was no stranger to the tales of the
great manipulative cliques in the gold market of past
years, or “gold pools” as they were often called. Even
though federal regulations had long since made it illegal
for any group of speculators to operate in organized
groups or pools, he knew it was still very much a
common practice, particularly within those trading
groups organized within the Federal Reserve System.
Foremost among these pools were those operated by the
Fed Financial Affairs Committee, known as the “FACE”.
Greenspan’s mind swirled at the thought of the task
to which he had been assigned: oversee the manipulation
of the gold market down to $400/oz. He knew this
campaign would be a long, arduous, painstaking
task. He knew further that many thousands of
traders and investors would be financially crushed
along the way, many of them irreparably.
Greenspan’s mind flashed back to the oft-repeated
insider’s tale about the infamous “Erie clique” of the late
1800s. At that time, shortly after the Civil War had
ended, the leading figures in the banking and money
scene were more often than not caught in the middle of
some conspiracy to manipulate some commodity,
security, or anything that could be manipulated. The
leading members of this notorious group—the “FACE” of
its day—included Jay Gould, president of the Erie Railway,
at that time the biggest rail line in the country; James Fisk
Jr., comptroller of the same; and Frederic Lane and Henry
Smith, directors of the same. Also involved in the Erie pool
to manipulate the gold and stock market of that day and
time were representatives of the N.M. Rothschild banking
house in London and another very large banking
concern in Vienna. In those days, every notorious
financial scandal and conspiracy to manipulate markets
usually had its origin in some European banking house.
And N.M. Rothschild was usually the culprit.
Of this Greenspan was fully aware; in fact,
whenever he thought on this he usually found
himself repeating the line, “The more things
change, the more they stay the same.”
In the days immediately following the Civil War, gold
commonly traded anywhere between $120 and $140 per
ounce. The country had just emerged from the horrors
of war and most people were expecting a deflationary
crisis to emerge after experiencing a prolonged period of
inflation due to a wartime economy. After three or four
year’s time, however, the collapse never materialized and
people then assumed the coast was clear to begin
speculating again. At that point the door was swung
wide open for a notable advance in all sorts of prices—
stocks, commodities (chiefly cotton and wheat), even
real estate. What almost no one was expecting was
a decline or destabilization of the currency or an
inability of the government to meet its monetary
obligations. Therefore, most investors and speculators
were betting on a decline in the price of gold.

Since there was so much bearishness among the
trading public with respect to gold prices, it was only
natural that many thousands taking huge bets that the
price of gold would drop. Some were even so daring as
to expect a drop all the way down to $100/oz., and made
their trades accordingly. A huge “short interest” arose
on the gold exchange, which meant that speculators who
were bearish on gold had borrowed gold they didn’t actually
own with expectations of buying the gold at a much lower
price when and if the price dropped. Of course, if the
price didn’t actually drop, it would mean certain disaster for
a great many traders. Needless to say, the short interest
on the gold exchange had risen to a level not seen in many
decades—and it seemed as if the entire country was
counting on a massive drop in the price of gold. This is
when the Erie clique decided to make its move.
At the time the Erie clique began to operate with
vigor in the U.S. gold market, the supply of coin was not
over $20 million, and was probably less. The
government held from $90 to $95 million, about $20
million of which were a special deposit represented by
gold certificates that were afloat in the banks and in the
hands of the people. Deducting these 20 from 95, there
were $75 million as the amount of gold actually owned
by the government. The Erie clique knew, therefore,
how much gold they would have to buy on the open
market in order to control prices in their favor.
The conspirators began by purchasing $20 million in
gold from the available floating supply. As soon as this
amount was bought the conspirators were masters of the
situation and held a monopoly over the gold market. In
their own words, “They held the market in the palm of
their hand.” Every merchant who required gold to pay
duties—and every speculator who had sold gold for
future delivery—would be compelled to come to them to
buy. The fact that there were an unusually large number
of traders who were willing to operate on the “bear side”
was the golden goose the conspirators hoped to pluck.
It was nothing to them that in the course of their
operation, the credit of the country would be gravely
impaired and thousands of merchants would inevitably be
ruined. Considerations of the public welfare commanded
little respect in the halls of the Erie clique; and as to the
merchants, it was their business to take care of themselves.
Gold had sold at $129.50 on the presidential
inauguration of Ulysses Grant in 1869. The campaign of
the Erie gold pool was opened around the middle of
September of that year. Jay Gould, the leader of the Erie
clique, called a meeting of the pool at his offices one
morning at that time. One of them proposed that they
should buy a few million dollars worth of gold. Millions
to those men were as mere hundreds to ordinary
mortals. The others assented. And each agreeing to take
three million, the veteran operator of the group, disdaining
concealment, went in person to the Gold Room of the
New York Stock Exchange—where gold contracts were
bought and sold—and bought $9 million worth of gold
at $133-$134. It seems probable that this purchase,
added to what the clique had previously bought, made
them possessors of all the actual gold in New York
outside of the Sub-treasury. The situation, however, was
so little understood by the public that the sellers were as
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confident as ever, and the clique experienced no difficulty
in buying from one to two or three millions more each day.
In the gold market of that day there was what was
called the Loan Department of the gold exchange in New
York. In that part of the exchange, parties had gold to
lend—that is to say, exchange it for its market value in
currency with persons who require it for duties or for
delivery—at rates which vary according to the condition
of the money market and the short interest. When
money was very tight, holders of gold had to pay
usurious rates to get currency in exchange for their coin.
When everybody believed that gold was going down and
the short interest was large, holders of coin were often
able to obtain a bonus for its use. By lending out the gold
they had bought at the current rates, the clique was enabled
to gradually accumulate much more gold than could have
been delivered by the bears in one day had they been called
on for it—and this without attracting any attention.
The market, however, was sure to feel the effects
of such steady purchases before long. Within a day or
two after the purchase of nine millions at $134, gold was
selling at $138. On the morning of September 22, 1869,
the clique probably owned several millions more gold than
there was in the city outside of the Sub-treasury.
This gold was partly loaned to the bears—and partly
“carried” by banks and bankers for the clique on margins.
Later that day, a caucus meeting of the clique took
place in the back offices of William Heath and Co., on
Broad Street. The purpose of the meeting was to put the
price of gold up to $200 or higher, if only they could
“carry” their gold without lending it, and so compel the
shorts to buy in. But, on the other hand, the premium
was so absurdly high that it made one dizzy to think
of having to find a market for $20 or $30 million.
On either side, ruin for someone was inevitable.
On September 23, the clique began operating in
earnest. Gould had a host of brokers buying gold for
him. To his own clerk, who represented him in the
Gold Room, he gave the Napoleonic order: “Put gold
up to $144 and keep it there.” His clerk proceeded
to buy $7 million in the execution of this order.
Altogether, Gould must have purchased, directly or
indirectly that day, not much less than $20 million worth
of gold. The price opened at $141 and closed at $143.
The most astounding feature of these immense
operations is that they were probably achieved without the
outlay of one single dollar—virtually all of it was
undertaken through enormous borrowings. That this
was possible was due to the facilities afforded by the
Gold Exchange Bank, and to the custom of lending gold.
It would appear that Gould not only lent all the gold he
could himself, but whenever he gave a broker an order
to buy, he likewise requested him to lend the gold in his
own name. As gold was constantly rising, the lenders
were never out of pocket a single dollar.
On the evening of Thursday, Sept. 23, another
meeting of the conspirators took place. At that meeting
it was suggested that difficulties would necessarily occur
in the Clearinghouse, and that it was highly improbable
that the bank would attempt twice to clear so enormous
a transaction as that of today’s. It was judged necessary
that the manipulation campaign should culminate on the
following day. How to effect the culmination was the
question at hand. The clique owned and held contracts
for a very large amount of gold—nearly $110,000,000.
The short interest alone on the market for gold was
$250,000,000. The total amount of gold fell short of
$25,000,000. Whatever was the difference between
$25,000,000 and the aggregate net purchases of the clique

represented the uncovered short interest, which, in the event
of a corner, would have to be settled at the dictation of
the clique and under any terms they cared to dictate.
It had been decided by the clique that the following
day the operation should culminate—and that gold would
be put up to $200. “This will be the last day of many
a gold trader,” Gould told fellow members of the pool.
The next morning, on Sept. 24, gold was put up
sharply. This was done by a broker acting on the orders
of Gould and company. Gold opened at $143 at about
9:15 a.m. The broker was ordered by Fisk and Gould
to bid it up to $145, then to $150, then to $155, and
finally to $160. It reached the latter figure before 11
a.m. At about the same time, a number of brokers were
directed to confer privately with the shorts, to advise
them earnestly to settle with the clique; and to threaten
them—in the event they did not settle—that gold would
be put up to $200 before the close of trading that day.
Needless to say, it didn’t take much convincing to get the
hoards of “shorts” to settle on the terms of the clique.
Settlement once established as the order of the day,
there was no longer any motive for putting gold up—and
Gould sent into the Gold Room of the exchange, half-adozen brokers with orders to sell all the gold they could.
Needless to say, the day was one of wild excitement.
The gold ticker in many boardrooms and offices, to
record gold price fluctuations, ceased to be of any use.
It worked only a fraction of the time, so large were the
transactions being made that day, and the capacity of the
tickers so inadequate to register such a large volume.
The ticker took so long to indicate an advance of just one
percent that, though it was incessantly in motion, it was
never quite correct. Gold was jumping about two or
three percent a minute. The Gold Room was thronged.
Every importing merchant was vitally interested in the
movement; no one could sit still in his office. Each
entrance to the Gold Room was blocked with masses of
excited and angry men; it needed some perseverance
and some muscle to work one’s way through the press.
On the brokers’ faces every variety of expression was
depicted. Here was a jubilant group, evidently people
who had expected to be ruined by the advance in gold,
and who were now saved by its precipitate fall; and here
were knights of rueful countenance, people who had
been frightened and had bought it during the rise.
Among the older and more experienced brokers, grave
apprehensions for the future were mingled with
indignation at the infamous conspiracy. It was already
evident that the crisis must lead to numerous
failures, and for very large amounts; no one could
tell, in fact, where the catastrophe would end.
It was said that the government broke the corner by
selling five million in gold; however, this was not the
case. The corner collapsed of necessity from the instant
the shorts went “in a rush” to Smith, Gould and Martin’s
office to settle. If the government had not sold a single
dollar, the result would have been the same.
In the meantime all was confusion at the Gold
Exchange Bank. This institution was the clearinghouse
for the gold brokers of the country. The transactions in
gold on that fateful day of Sept. 24, 1869, had been so
enormous that the balances in gold and currency were
unprecedentedly large. Some five or six millions of
certified checks had been paid into the bank that
morning—and seven or eight million in gold. Money
was scarce at that time; the nation’s banks were hard
pressed. This sudden and unexpected withdrawal of so
large an amount of money from circulation led to one of
the worst panics Wall Street had ever seen at that time.
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Its severity may be imagined when it is stated that
money was loaned at 250 percent, per annum, and that
stocks fell from 20 to 50 percent in a single day.
New York Central, a leading stock of that day and
time, which had been selling at $215 or $218, fell
to $145, to take one prominent example. Several of
the largest banking houses in the country were compelled
to suspend payments; and of those which outlived the
storm, quite a large number lost all they had.
All of this was the work of the gold conspirators.
They alone, of all the people in the market, had
made money out of the general desolation.
Finally, the last stroke in this great conspiracy was
given by the Erie clique. The Gold Exchange and the
Stock Exchange were enjoined from using their
machinery to enforce fulfillment of the contracts of Sept.
24, 1869, and the Gold Exchange Bank—on the affidavit
of one of the confidential brokers of the Erie clique—
was thrown into the hands of a receiver.
A chill went up Greenspan’s spine whenever he
recounted the operations of the Erie gold pool and the
fateful consequences of their scheme. Now, nearly 120
years later, it was his turn to re-enact the events of that
infamous page in America’s financial history, only with
a different twist: He was to manipulate the price of gold
downward instead of upward. With such a long and
sordid history before him—and with the events of
October 19, 1987 still fresh on his mind—he could only
dream as to what the outcome of this conspiracy would
be. The intrigue, he knew, had only just begun. (To be
continued.)—Clif Droke is the editor of the weekly
Internet Stock Forecast (www.istockforecast.com)
newsletter and the author of several books on trading and
technical analysis, including Technical Analysis Simplified
and Moving Averages Simplified (Traders Library).
cdroke9819@aol.com
MEXICAN TRUCKS MAY ROLL INTO U.S.
By Bill Hillburg, Washington Bureau, 6/10/01
Opening border to big rigs stirs safety fears
WASHINGTON—President George W. Bush plans
to break down the last major barrier to trade with Mexico
and give thousands of Mexican big-rig trucks full access
to Southern California and the rest of the nation.
Supporters say the move, which is opposed by a
bipartisan group of House members from Southern
California, is needed to fulfill the economic promise of
the 1994 North American Free Trade Agreement.
Foes say the Bush plan will unleash a potentially
lethal fleet of untrained drivers and unsafe trucks
on Los Angeles freeways and streets.
“We have always been in favor of NAFTA.
Mexico is California’s largest trading partner and 80
percent of that trade comes by truck,” said Warren
Hoemann, vice president of the California Trucking
Association, which has 2,500 member companies.
“But we also want Mexico to abide by the same
safety rules we do and that hasn’t happened yet.”
Mexican officials hold an opposite view.
“We have fulfilled all of the standards requested by
the U.S.,” said Javier Mancera, minister of trade affairs
for the Mexican Embassy in Washington. “We are in full
compliance and there are no problems that I know of. It
is the U.S. that is out of compliance with NAFTA.”
Mexican truckers are now restricted to a 15-miledeep strip inside the border and required to transfer their
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cargo to domestic carriers or deliver them to border-area
warehouses. Under NAFTA, they were to have been
given full access to U.S. roads on Jan. 1, 2000.
President Clinton, who pushed for approval of NAFTA,
ordered a delay in late 1999, citing safety concerns.
A trade tribunal that oversees the NAFTA pact
ruled in February that the United States was out of
compliance with the trade agreement. That set the
stage for a final decision by Bush, which NAFTA
supporters expect before the end of the year.
White House spokesman Ken Lisaius said there was no
set timetable for a Bush decision, but “the administration is
committed to fair trade and living up to our obligations
to nations with which we have trade agreements.”
The president, who has announced support for a free
trade zone throughout the Western Hemisphere, last week
ordered implementation of another NAFTA trucking
provision that had been blocked by Clinton since 1995.
The order, which allows U.S. subsidiaries of
Mexican companies to set up their own trucking
operations within the United States, instead of being
required to use American trucking firms, is expected
to have a minor impact on trade and highway safety.
But NAFTA backers hailed it as a strong indication
of Bush’s support for opening up the border.
Mancera cited trade data showing that California
farms and businesses exported $19.03 billion worth of
goods to Mexico in 2000, a state volume second only to
Texas’ $51.72 billion. He said California-Mexico trade,
up 192 percent over 1993 levels, could be greatly
increased if cumbersome border rules were eliminated.
U.S. critics charge that Mexico lacks adequate
truck safety inspection systems and work rules for
drivers. They also say that the four states charged
with regulating NAFTA border traffic lack needed
manpower and that enforcement varies greatly among
California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas.
Both critics and supporters of open truck trade said
California has by far the most stringent inspection system.
But officials of the California Highway Patrol, which
handles an average of 3,000 Mexican truck and driver
inspections per day at Otay Mesa, near San Diego, said
most vehicles get only a cursory check from inspectors.
The Otay Mesa facility, which operates daily from 6
a.m. to 10 p.m., reported a failure rate of 20 percent for
trucks entering from Mexico. Faulty brakes and incomplete
insurance, licenses and other paperwork were cited as
the major reasons for detaining trucks and drivers,
who must correct problems or return to Mexico.
A 2000 report by the Department of Transportation’s
inspector general, which examined border crossings from Texas
to California, found that, overall, only 1 percent of trucks
entering the United States from Mexico were being inspected.
Of that fraction of border truck traffic, 35 percent of
inspected vehicles were found to have such dangerous
defects that they were put out of service on the spot.
A spokesman for the CHP, which conducts
spot safety checks in the Los Angeles-Long Beach
port area and other sites with heavy truck traffic,
said those inspections also result in a 20 percent
average failure rate for U.S.-registered big rigs.
“There is no Mexican infrastructure to ensure safe
trucking,” said Robert Black, spokesman for the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters. “U.S. drivers
are limited to 10 hours a day at the wheel, must
keep logs and are subject to random drug tests.
Mexican drivers can go 20 hours or more per day
and keep no records and have no drug rules.
“Also, the U.S. tracks all interstate trucks and

drivers on a computer database. Mexico has no
system. It’s a recipe for disaster.”
NAFTA supporters argue that the Teamsters
and other trade and labor groups oppose opening
up the border to trucks because they fear increased
competition from Mexican companies.
“There have been concerns in the past, but the rules are
now in place on both sides of the border,” said Albert Zapantas,
president of the Washington-based Mexican-American Chamber
of Commerce. “It is now time to have real free trade.”
Zapantas, an East Los Angeles native, and other
NAFTA supporters also argue that open border treatment
for Mexico is overdue. They note that trucks from
Canada, America’s other NAFTA partner, have enjoyed
full access to the United States since 1998.
“Our drivers are all trained, licensed and regulated,”
Mancera said. “How can our trucks be so bad? Many of the
large trucks sold in the U.S. are now built in Mexico for
American companies and the same models are on our roads.”
Rep. Bob Filner, D-Chula Vista, whose district
includes the border zone, gave the CHP high marks
for its inspection program, but said more
manpower is needed. He also cited a near-total
lack of inspection programs in other states.
“Every truck gets a visual inspection, but they are
pulled over for further inspection only if there is an
obvious problem or safety hazard,” said CHP Sgt. Rich
Stewart, spokesman for the Otay Mesa inspection
station. “And trucks that have passed a prior inspection
and have been certified are most likely to be passed.”
While current NAFTA rules require Mexican
trucks to stay within the designated border zone,
Stewart said the CHP relies mostly on patrols and
freeway checkpoints to keep vehicles from continuing
on to the Los Angeles area or points beyond.
Filner—who wants Bush to hold off on fully opening
the border until stringent inspection programs, operating
rules and adequate manpower are in place on both sides
of the border—has plenty of company in Congress.
“There are some genuine issues with NAFTA’s
impact on our ability to regulate safety and the
environment,” said Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Pasadena.
“Trade is definitely good for the economy, but we
have to make sure we don’t lose control.”
Rep. Juanita Millender-McDonald, D-Torrance, is among
30 House Democrats who co-sponsored a measure that asks
Bush to keep current border trucking controls in force.
“I fear that, if Bush opens up the border before both
sides are ready, soon after we’re going to have a horrible
truck crash somewhere in the U.S. involving an unsafe
Mexican vehicle or driver. Americans are going to die
in that crash and Congress will have to try to fix the
problem. But it will be too late for the victims.”
VOTERS IN IRELAND REJECT
EXPANSION OF EUROPEAN UNION
By Sarah Lyall, New York Times, 6/9/01
DUBLIN, IRELAND—Voters in Ireland threw the
European Union’s expansion plans into sudden
disarray today by unexpectedly rejecting a European
treaty that was to pave the way for 12 new members,
most of them former Communist countries.
The decision to reject the treaty, drawn up in
Nice, France, in December, seems to have come from
a mix of apathy—only 32.9 percent of registered
voters turned out for Thursday’s vote—and a deepseated fear that an enlarged European Union would
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threaten national sovereignty and siphon money
away from Ireland in favor of needier countries.
The vote, 54 percent opposed to the treaty and 46
percent in favor of it, will surely delay plans to expand
the European Union, but it does not necessarily mean the
expansion will not take place. Ireland could renegotiate
parts of the treaty and then take the new version back to
voters for another referendum, possibly as early as the fall.
Over the last few decades, Ireland has been one
of the biggest beneficiaries of the increasingly
powerful European Union, whose 15 current members
are drawn from Western Europe. Despite an
economic expansion that has helped turn Ireland into one
of Europe’s most robust economies, the Irish seemed
reluctant to extend the same generosity to others.
“There was nothing in the Treaty of Nice that was
good for Ireland to motivate people,” Anthony Coughlan,
secretary of the National Platform, which worked to
defeat the referendum, said in an interview.
When the Irish imagined the inclusion of millions of
Polish farmers “with two cows apiece” in the European
Union, Mr. Coughlan said, they thought, “Our money
would be going to farmers, but it wouldn’t be going to
Irish farmers; it would be going to Polish farmers.”
Ireland’s unease over European expansion is hardly
unprecedented. Many European countries are worried
about ceding too much power over domestic issues to
the European Union. Last year, in the first popular test
for Europe’s common currency, voters in Denmark
rejected the euro. Britain, too, is embroiled in a deep
identity crisis over its ties to Europe, although the
Conservative Party’s Save the Pound platform proved
unpopular with the voters in Thursday’s election.
Ireland is the only European Union country
required by its Constitution to have a referendum on
the treaty. In other member countries, the treaty
is to go before the national legislatures, and its
passage has been presented as a virtual certainty.
Prime Minister Bertie Ahern said there were no easy
solutions to the problems created by the vote.
“While I am certain that the vast majority of the Irish
people remain strongly committed to the European Union and
enlargement [MM: Don’t count on it.], it is clear that there
are genuine anxieties and concerns about the future, which go
well beyond the terms of the treaty itself,” said Mr. Ahern,
whose government led the campaign for the treaty and who
was badly shaken by the defeat. “We are going to have
to reflect deeply on how those may best be addressed.”
Other countries in Europe, too, were stunned by
the results of the vote. In a joint statement, Goran
Persson, Sweden’s prime minister and the president of
the European Council, and Romano Prodi, president
of the European Commission, said that they were
“very disappointed” by the result, but that they
would continue to work toward expansion.
Under the current plans, the first new members
would begin the process of joining the European
Union as early as 2003.
In addition to providing for the broad expansion of
the European Union, the Treaty of Nice, negotiated over
four difficult days and nights last December, would
reconfigure voting strength and the way decisions are
reached in a number of European Union institutions.
During the first half of the month-long campaign
before Thursday’s vote, approval seemed all but assured.
But a poll published last week showed the gap between
the two sides decreasing, and opponents of the treaty—
a loose coalition of religious groups, socialists, nationalists
and environmentalists—began to capitalize on the public’s
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fears about what acceptance would mean.
In addition to the unsavory prospect of paying
money to the European Union at the expense of Ireland’s
own subsidies, ratification of the treaty raised for some
voters the specter of a European Union full of
impoverished people from the East flooding into Ireland
in search of jobs [Sound familiar?]. In the last several
years, tens of thousands of refugees from poor and
war-torn countries have come here, as they have to
other countries in Western Europe. The influx has
been hard for Ireland, traditionally a country of
emigrants rather than immigrants, to accept.
“They’ve allowed too many refugees into this
country at the moment,” said Kevin Collins, a 50-yearold house painter interviewed outside Doheny & Nesbit’s
pub in central Dublin, explaining why he voted against
the treaty. “They’ve started ghetto areas in Dublin.”
Nor does Mr. Collins have much faith in the
government’s explanation about what an enlarged
European Union would mean, or indeed, in the
European Commission itself. “It’s too bureaucratic
an organization, and it’s getting too big,” he said.
Many Irish people feared that ratification of the
treaty would force Ireland to take part in the
European Union’s Rapid Reaction Force, thus
disturbing the country’s traditional neutrality.
“I don’t think the Irish public gives a tinker’s curse
about European institutional reform,” Ben Tonra, deputy
director of the European Institute at University College
Dublin, said in an interview. “The real issue is Ireland’s
involvement with the European Rapid Reaction Force.”
Mr. Tonra added that the government, which led the
“Yes” campaign along with the Catholic Church, had
done little to convince voters of the merits of the treaty.
“What were the government incentives to vote for it?” he
said. “It was just generic abstract good will towards
potential future partners in Eastern Europe.”
A humbled Mr. Ahern said the government should
have worked harder to sell the treaty to voters.
“I am disappointed that all of us on the ‘Yes’ side—
the government, the main political parties and the social
partners [IBC/NWO gang of parasites!]—were not able
to persuade [brainwash] a higher number of voters in
making such an important decision,” he said. It was
clear, he added, that those supporting the treaty had not
succeeded “in overcoming the negative fears and
perceptions, which in many cases were generated
around issues largely outside of the treaty.”
Mr. Prodi and Mr. Persson said the European Union,
too, had to find better ways to explain its work in ways
that ordinary people could understand.
“This situation undoubtedly underlines the need for
greater efforts from all of us to explain Europe to our
citizens and to involve them more thoroughly in the debate
about the Union, its role and its future direction,” they said.

exemption, arguing that California no longer needed
an additive because refiners had other ways to
make gasoline blends cheaper and cleaner.
Bush, a Republican who lost the state in the
presidential election, also has rejected Davis’ request
for federal price caps to ease California’s power
crisis. The additive decision has far-reaching
consequences for the oil industry and farmers.
Davis spokesman Roger Salazar said he could
not comment directly on the decision because the
governor had not been notified of it officially.
But he said rejection of the waiver request could
increase the cost of producing gasoline with
ethanol and drive pump prices up.
“In the short term, oxygenates do nothing to
improve air quality,” Salazar added.
Two years ago, Davis banned the use of
MTBE, which adds oxygen to help fuel burn more
cleanly but has tainted water supplies. He ordered
that the additive be phased out after 2002.
That would leave gasoline refiners to meet the
federal requirement with the other widely available
oxygenate, ethanol.
Davis asked the Clinton administration to waive
the federal oxygenate requirement entirely.
Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Los Angeles, who chaired
a House subcommittee that helped draft the Clean Air
Act in 1990, said Saturday he was stunned by the
decision since requiring an oxygenate in the fuel could
harm consumers and the environment.
“It really is an unbelievable decision. It’s
incomprehensible to me, because if the waiver had been
granted, it wouldn’t have any environmental
consequences because the Clean Air (Act) requirements
would still have to be met,” he said.
“President Bush’s actions can lead to higher
prices for gasoline and possible shortages in
California,” he said. “At some point, the president is
going to have to decide whether he’s president for the entire
country or just for those states that voted for him.”
California officials also argued that the current
requirement could raise gas prices at the pump as
much as a nickel a gallon once MTBE is phased
out. Prices for gasoline averaged $1.97 in north
Orange County last week and $2.09 along the coast.
But the EPA, after consultations with the White
House, rejected Davis’ plea, concluding that the
environmental benefits of the oxygenate rule were
too important, said an administration official,
speaking on condition of anonymity.
Davis’ fuel waiver request had languished until
now, complicated by political factors and the
change of administrations.
The Environmental Protection Agency was
expected to issue the decision as early as Tuesday,
three administration officials said Saturday.
Bush gave strong hints about the decision during a trip
Friday to Iowa, his third to the state since taking office.
“I still strongly believe that ethanol is important, not
only to reduce dependency upon foreign sources of energy,
but also as a source and a way to clean the air,” said Bush,
who was spending the weekend at his Texas ranch.
Bush is assiduously courting Iowa, a major supplier
of corn, looking ahead to the 2002 congressional
elections and to his own potential re-election
contest in 2004. He lost the state to Democrat Al
Gore by fewer than 5,000 votes last November.
Farm groups and their ethanol-producing partners
have lobbied intensely against the waiver, reminding

CALIFORNIA DENIED WAIVER
ON CLEAN-GAS ADDITIVES
By Scott Lindlaw, Associated Press, 6/10/01
EPA rejects Davis’ request to forgo ethanol and
other oxygenates.
CRAWFORD, TEXAS—The Bush administration will
not exempt California from a rule requiring that gasoline
contain clean-burning additives such as corn-based ethanol,
which critics say could raise gas prices in the state.
Democratic Gov. Gray Davis asked for the
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administration officials that corn-producing states in the
Midwest were generally behind Bush in the election.
One of the biggest ethanol producers, Archer
Daniels Midland, contributed more than $500,000
to Republicans during the past two years, including
$100,000 to Bush’s inauguration.
The stakes are immense for corn-producing states: An
estimated 580 million gallons of ethanol a year will be
needed to supply California alone under the oxygenate rule.
Sen. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, is among those who
has been seeking a decision from Bush.
In an interview aboard Air Force One on Friday,
Grassley said Bush had told him recently: “I don’t know
how I’m going to do it, or when I’m going to do it, but
I think you’ll like what we’re going to say.”

MODERN ‘TOLERATION’
TYRANNY IN DISGUISE
COMMENTARY
EXCLUSIVE TO THE SPOTLIGHT
[MM: To subscribe to THE SPOTLIGHT
call (800) 522-6292.]
By Tony Blizzard, 6/4/01
“Hate-crimes” laws are not aimed at stopping
hatred but at censoring truth telling.
Hate-crime laws are in reality a program to force
toleration of the actions of those who hate Western
culture. Those people who defend our cherished way
of life—by objecting to the culture distorters who
want to destroy everything the Western world holds
sacred—are to be turned into criminals.
In the U.S., as far back as the 1930s, the
question of whether “hate” should be outlawed had
been broached by the enemies of truth due largely to
the America-first movement’s exposures of drum
beating for U.S. involvement in what became WWII.
Patriots who saw no reason for America to enter that
war—a war to save Communism—were rounded up
and tried for sedition in a Soviet-style political trial.*
While every effort was made to present the defendants
as haters of America, it was their internationalist accusers
who harbored real hatred for defenders of true national
principles. The propaganda barrage stigmatizing patriots
as “haters” escalated when the globalist United Nations
came into existence after that destructive war, which did
save Communism utilizing American might.
In a 1947 publication approved by Cardinal
Spellman of New York, Rituale, Romanum, the
anti-hate issue was early put into proper perspective:
“The long-range effects of this campaign [to
criminalize selected hatreds] are even now evident.
It is producing the ‘spineless citizen’, the man who
has no cultural sensibilities, who is incapable of
indignation, who faces moral disaster, political
disaster and impending world catastrophe with a
blank and smiling countenance. He has only
understanding for the enemies of his country,
nothing but kind sentiments for those who
would destroy his home and fami ly. He is
universally tolerant, totally unprejudiced. If he
has any principles, he keeps them well concealed.
He is a faceless, characterless puttyman.”
Real men of that generation despised such
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people as “gutless wonders”. Today they are
praised as “politically correct”.
English populist G.K. Chesterton, always ahead of his
time, mused: “Modern toleration is really a tyranny. It is
a tyranny because it is a silence. To say that I must not
deny my opponent’s faith is to say I mustn’t discuss it.”
That is exactly the censorship objective of
the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
(ADL), as the creator and promoter of “hate
crimes” laws throughout the world.
Those ADL conspirators work to nullify
intolerance for evils they promote—arrogantly
retaining for themselves the right to be world arbiter
of what will be tolerated and what will not—replacing
the edicts of God and Nature concerning right and
wrong with their own total intolerance of anything in
the way of their world-conquest agenda.
In order to understand the true purpose of
ADL-written and ADL-lobbied “hate crime” laws,
already in place in nations such as Germany,
Canada and Britain—and scheduled by the ADL for
every nation—it is necessary to understand
something of the passion called “hate”.
Universally acclaimed deep thinker of the ages,
Thomas Aquinas, recorded that all passions stem from
the single passion of love. Hatred, the “contrary of love”,
Aquinas contended, is simply passion against that which
would threaten a love. For instance, one’s hatred of
poison is a reaction to one’s love for life.
Because “hatred is based on love,” reasoned
Aquinas, “it follows that hatred is a great power
for good in man’s life. Hatred enables man to
avoid the evils that would destroy him.”
It is precisely the hatred for those evils now in
the process of destroying Western civilization
which the ADL-written “hate crime” laws are
designed to criminalize, neutralize and quiet, always
in the name of undiscriminating tolerance.
To thus “make putty” of the collective will for the
defense of Western man’s civilization is a necessity to
the implementation of the New World Order slave
state of the global plantation. Those “plantation
owners” are too few in number to conquer and rule
without the manipulated cooperation of their victim.
No mainstream media mention is ever made that the
same forces who write laws to stymie the hatred of evils
they sponsor, are the world’s real haters—especially
intolerant of anything concerning Christ and Christianity.
The reason for their intense hatred was given
by the Pharisees when they demanded Christ’s
crucifixion. Unless destroyed, they announced, he
will “take away our place and our nation.”
The Pharisees’ intense love of their exalted
position among the Israelites, with attendant perks,
was threatened by the superior teachings of Christ,
who was drawing the people away from their
control, thus engendering their bitter hatred against
him. That hatred has not waned to this day.
The SPOTLIGHT, almost alone, has informed readers
of ongoing censorship by the ADL, which today censors
school texts, libraries and the establishment media,
blacklisting all materials it will not tolerate—yet all the
while blathering to the public that it is fighting “hate”.
* The story about FDR’s little-known sedition
trial is told in the November/December 1999 issue of
The Barnes Review (TBR) magazine. One copy is $8
from TBR, 130 Third St. SE, Washington, D.C. 20003
or call (800) 311-3615 for subscription/ordering
information.
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GATA UPDATE: REG HOWE OPPOSES
J. P. MORGAN, CHASE, GOLDMAN SACHS
AND DEUTSCHE BANK
From: LePatron@LeMetropoleCafe.com, 6/9/01
AT THE MATTISE TABLE: PLAINTIFF’S
OPPOSITION TO MOTIONS OF J. P. MORGAN,
CHASE, GOLDMAN SACHS AND DEUTSCHE BANK
FOR LEAVE TO FILE REPLY MEMORANDA IN
SUPPORT OF THEIR MOTIONS TO DISMISS
“The absurdity, not to mention danger, of allowing the
cluster concept to insulate the derivatives businesses of
commercial banks from competition analysis is underscored
by their off balance sheet interest rate derivatives. Table 8
of the OCC derivatives report for December 31, 2000,
shows Chase with $ 10.7 trillion in notional value, Morgan
with $ 5.5 trillion, and all others combined with $ 9.4 trillion
of interest rate derivatives. The LTCM affair suggests that
concentrating $16.2 trillion or 63% of these derivatives in
one bank is to play Russian roulette with the U.S. financial
system (Complaint, para. 53). So, too, is the manipulation
of gold prices alleged in the complaint. That J.P. Morgan
and Chase, traditionally the Fed’s banks (CO 16), are deeply
implicated in both, is unlikely to prove coincidental.”
The Defendants filings may be read at Adam
Hamilton’s
wonderful
Website:
http://
www.zealllc.com/howe.htm
Also posted at The Matisse Table are two
charts by Mike Bolser:
1. Gold Derivatives in Billions of Dollars
2. Interest Rate Derivatives in Trillions of Dollars
A picture is worth a thousand words—in this
case two thousand words.
The Gold Derivative Chart reveals that according to the
Office of the Controller of the Currency (OCC), the gold
derivatives on the books of Morgan and Chase exploded after
the Washington Agreement in September of 1999—while the
gold derivatives at all the other banks remained steady.
The Interest Rate Derivative Chart reveals that the
interest-rate derivatives began to expand dramatically on the
books of Morgan and Chase around mid-1995, just about
the time that GATA and Reg Howe have fingered The Gold
Cartel for rigging the gold price. In recent years, the
interest rate derivatives at Morgan and Chase have exploded
and now stand at a staggering $16.2 trillion, while they have
gone up only slightly at all other banks combined.
As Reg Howe put in his response to the Court,
someone is playing Russian Roulette with the U.S.
financial system. Frightening is too calm a word to
describe what Mike Bolser’s charts shout out to you.
To take it a bit further, it might be best to review
the note that Mike Bolser sent me on May 31, 2001:
Hi Bill [Murphy]:
As we have discussed, I am interested in the broader
motivation behind those parties manipulating the gold
markets and have started a work in progress to that end:
GoldGates Real Motive?
By Michael Bolser
Summary
We restate our findings on preemptive selling as
validation of gold market intervention.
In addition, we restate our discovery that in August
2000 1700 tonnes of U.S. Treasury gold bullion reserve
underwent a change in ownership consistent with a sale to
a foreign entity. However, the motives attributed to those
parties responsible for this gold manipulation have been
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historically weak. We have been troubled by the enormous
risks taken by those responsible for free-market
manipulation and have been seeking clues to justify such
risks. In this essay we explore the possibility that gold price
suppression may have been part of a much larger scheme
which depended in part upon a controlled price of gold.
We suggest that a manipulated gold price was a
prerequisite for the assumption of the $16.2 trillion in
Interest Rate Derivatives currently held by J.P. MorganChase. We draw attention to these disproportionate
derivative positions and remind readers that the
associated risks attached to these interest-rate
derivatives depend in part of inflationary expectations.
Our preliminary data is shown in the attached chart
[excluded] describing the Interest Rate Derivative
Positions held by J.P. Morgan-Chase and the next largest
U.S. banks compared to the rest of the U.S. banking
system which hold these derivatives. As you can see
J.P. Morgan-Chase has taken a $16.2 trillion position in
Interest Rate Derivatives. Please note as well the Q3 1999
sharp increase by Chase (at that time). This increase
coincided with a long period of gold price quiescence... a
prerequisite for successful derivatives strategies. At the end
of the quarter the WA upset that quiescence bringing
unwanted volatility to Chase and its huge position.
Recall from Nicholas Dunbar’s book Inventing
Money, the LTCM disaster was hastened by volatility;
indeed, it played the key role. In this boutique hedge
fund’s case it was Italian bonds, Russian bond defaults,
Caribbean counter party defaults and currency turmoil
that triggered their demise. It is clear that volatility and
leveraged derivatives are a dangerous mix.
There is a long history linking inflationary pressures, sharply
rising interest rates and gold price volatility. Such a climate of
interest rate volatility is incompatible with the large risks we now
see in J.P. Morgan’s Interest Rate Derivative position as
reported by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency...
http://www.occ.treas.gov/deriv/deriv.htm
We note that J.P. Morgan Chase was the principle
seller during today’s key last day before COMEX first
notice day on the June gold contract. Perhaps they were
mindful of the threat to their Interest Rate Derivative book
by a potential COMEX default? We continue to be troubled
by reports of stock market futures intervention presumably
designed to eliminate volatility.—Michael Bolser
More than a number of you out there are perplexed
by the continued strength in the dollar. GATA has long
maintained that one of the motives for the manipulation
of the gold price was to facilitate Robert Rubin’s strong
dollar policy. It more than appears that the build up of
gold and interest-rate derivatives at J.P. Morgan Chase
are somehow linked to this policy.
The ramifications of all of this are mindboggling and an American disgrace because it has
put the U.S. financial system at serious risk.
When GATA visited with the Speaker of the House,
Dennis Hastert, on May 10, 2000, we explained that the
GATA delegation was like a group of cancer doctors that
found a malignant cancer. The cancer was treatable with
chemotherapy types of treatment—but the side effects
would be very painful. However, we stated that to do nothing
and go into denial would eventually prove to be fatal.
The Gold Cartel, including Robert Rubin, have made
a disastrous miscalculation about gold demand and the
amount of central-bank gold that would be required to
continue their scheme far into the future. The chickens
are now coming home to roost. The physical gold
market is seizing up. The Gold Cartel is running
out of supply. A gold syndicate of buyers is taking
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them on—for they know that only an explosion in
the gold price can offer any kind of long-term
solution to this growing financial nightmare.
The price of gold must be allowed to rise, to rise
sharply and fast because the problem is growing by 100
tonnes to 160 tonnes per month—as gold demand far
exceeds mine and scrap supply.
Will there be financial trauma? Yes, no doubt about
it. But, it will be survivable if something is done soon.
There is one other type of solution. The Gold
Cartel can admit what they have done. They can
admit their lies to the American and world public.
They can apologize for lying to Senators and
Congressmen in just about every state in the Union.
They can claim that they did what they did in the best
interests of the average American. Then, they can
announce that half of America’s gold supply (4,000
tonnes) is being sent to the bullion banks in the cartel
to keep them from going belly up.
That is just an example of what could be done to try
and solve the problem. The problem with these types of
solutions is that they could set off financial nuclear
bombs in other markets. That is why it is so important
to understand what Mike Bolser has uncovered.
Any solutions such as the one above will surely send the
dollar into a tailspin. Foreign investors will want OUT. That
will likely set off the interest-rate-derivative time bomb at J.P.
Morgan-Chase. Then who knows what could happen.
Now, we come to the importance of Frank Veneroso’s
supply/demand work at The Dos Passos Table entitled:
Facts, Evidence and Logical Inference:
A Presentation On Gold Supply/Demand,
Gold Derivatives and Gold Loans
By Frank A. J. Veneroso
In this brilliant work, Frank explains thoroughly why
the central bank gold loans are 10,000 tonnes to 16,000
tonnes. Let us use the mid-range of 13,000 tonnes. If
the U.S. were to sell 4,000 tonnes of our gold to try and
solve the problem, it still would leave another 9,000
tonnes outstanding—almost double the 5,000 tonnes that
bullion dealer apologists would like you to believe.
Mine supply is only 2500 tonnes per year. Once
the gold problem becomes known by the citizens of
the world and financial institutions of the world, most
everyone is going to want to own some gold. Gold
demand will soar. Many of the bullion/central banks
that have the 9,000 tonnes out on loan are going to
want their gold back and will be petrified of force
majeure gold defaults.
It is not hard to visualize a daisy chain of
financial collapses.
The share prices of J.P. Morgan and Chase have been
acting lousy lately and the firms have received a few
downgrades by bank analysts. They are stocks to watch.
GATA cannot solve the problem. We can only
inform governments and the peoples of the world
about what is really going on in the gold market
and
present
all
our
evidence—which
overwhelmingly proves that we are correct.
One thing for sure, the gold price is going
to explode. Financially speaking, the place to
be RIGHT NOW is to be loaded up with gold
shares and/or, gold itself.
It is truly a once in a lifetime investment opportunity.
GOT TO BE IN IT TO WIN IT!—BILL MURPHY,
CHAIRMAN, GOLD ANTI-TRUST ACTION
COMMITTEE (GATA)
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HAS THE ULTIMATE CANCER CURE
BEEN FOUND IN INDIA?
The Hindustan Times, 6/6/01
HYDERABAAD—Indian cancer researchers have
taken a giant step on the road to discovering the ultimate
cancer cure by developing a drug that selectively targets
the cancer cells without harming the healthy ones.
Researchers in Kolkata claim that patients in “very
advanced stages” of cancer for whom all other treatments
had failed have been brought back to “excellent” health
with the help of a drug formulation they have
developed after research spanning more than a decade.
“We have what we think is a magic bullet against
cancer,” says Manju Ray, a biochemist at the Indian
Association of the Cultivation of Science (IACS) where
the drug was developed under a project funded by the
Department of Science and Technology and the
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research.
Most currently available anti-cancer drugs are toxic
because they also damage the normal cells. Ray says
the IACS formulation, containing “Methylglyoxal” as the
lead ingredient, combats only the diseased cells—the
cherished goal of cancer researchers worldwide.
Methylglyoxal is a metabolite in the human body
produced during glucose breakdown.
Others involved in the project are Swapna Ghosh of IACS,
Manoj Kar and Subhankar Ray of the University College of
Science, and Santajit Datta, a medical practitioner. Results
of human trial conducted by them with the new drug
have recently appeared in the Indian Journal of Physics.
While Americans are going ga-ga with their new
anti-cancer drug “Glivec”—that was featured on the
cover of May 28 issue of Time magazine—the lowprofile, cash-strapped Kolkata researchers have been
working quietly for over a decade shunning publicity until
they obtained proof from human trials nine weeks ago.
According to their published paper, the
Methylglyoxal-based forumulation had “a dramatic
positive effect on the patients”.
For instance, the condition of 11 out of the 19 patients
treated—most of them in a very advanced stage when the
treatment began—are now stated to be in “excellent
physical condition”. Five are in stable condition and
only three died during the course of the study.
Since the submission of the paper, the number of
patients treated has crossed the 40 mark with more than
70 percent success, according to Manju Ray.
Most remarkable fact, according to the
scientists was that Methylglyoxal was successful
against different types of cancer—unlike “Glivec”
which targets only the chronic myeloid leukemia.
Those whose health returned to “excellent” condition
after treatment with Methylglyoxal included patients in “very
advanced stages” of colon cancer, acute myeloid leukemia,
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, and cancers of ovary, breast,
liver, lung, bone, gall bladder, pancreas and oral cavity.
The patients were inducted for the trial, from
January to June 2000, after obtaining permission from
the Drug Controller General of India, the scientists said.
The drug was administered orally for about six months
with gradual reduction of daily dosage from the initial 25
milligrams per kilogram of body weight.
Researchers said development of the drug was
preceded by years of basic research involving human
cancer cells in culture and animal experiments that
showed that Methylglyoxal selectively killed the cancer
cells without affecting normal cells by exploiting “a very

significant” biochemical difference between the two.
Explaining the mechanism of action, the
scientists said cancer cells required a large amount
of an energy-providing substance called ATP
(Adenosine-5-Triphosphate) for survival.
“Methylglyoxal inactivates the enzyme
(Glyceraldehyde-3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase) needed for
ATP production in cancer cells and thereby starves them
to death. Normal cells remain unaffected.”
Manju Ray said that chemists knew of the
Methylglyoxal molecule for about four decades—and its
anti-cancer effects in animals had also been studied.
“But surprisingly, no one bothered to initiate further
research leading to human trials,” she said.
The researchers said concern in some quarters about
safety of Methylglyoxal were not borne out from the
clinical trials, which showed that in combination with
protective agents like Ascorbic Acid and vitamins, the drug
Methylglyoxal had no major toxic effect. They said there
was scope for further enhancing the drug’s efficacy.
THOUSANDS GET MENINGITIS VACCINE
Associated Press, 6/9/01
SALEM, Ohio—With grimaces and brave looks, the
first of up to 5,800 Ohio high school students and
teachers rolled up their sleeves and got their shots Friday
in a mass inoculation against a meningitis-related outbreak
that has killed two teenagers.
The outbreak has spread fear and confusion,
through this blue-collar area about 40 miles from
Cleveland. Classes and graduations were cancelled
Friday—and thousands of students and parents stood
in line at vaccination centers set up at schools.
“It’s basically a relief to get the shot,” said
Carey Rogers, 17, who was vaccinated at Salem.
“A couple of my friends had a couple of parties
but my mom wouldn’t let me go to their house.
You’ve got to think about it with everything you do.”
The mass vaccinations were recommended by
the state Health Department for students and
staffers at six schools. The state is paying for the
$55-per-dose vaccine. Surrounding counties
donated needles and the services of the nurses.
Two 15-year-old students at West Branch High in
Beloit died two weeks ago of meningococcemia, a blood
infection caused by the Neisseria meningitidis bacteria.
The same bacteria also cause meningitis, a disease of the
brain. School officials have said the two might have
passed the infection by sharing a water bottle at a picnic.
A third student, Christin VanCamp, a senior at
Marlington High, also developed a blood infection from
the bacteria. The 18-year-old student, who had been in
a coma, was upgraded to satisfactory condition Friday.
The bacteria are spread through saliva.
On Friday, an early morning rush led to long
lines at the schools.
At West Branch High, officials said they
vaccinated 450 students in the first hour.
By 2 p.m., about 2,000 people had received the shots
at all four high schools where inoculations took place.
Over the weekend, thousands of residents lined
up at hospitals for hours to receive antibiotics,
which are effective for a day or two. The vaccine
protects for three to five years.
The vaccine is up to 90 percent effective
against the bacteria, said Dr. Nancy Rosenstein of
the Centers for Disease Control and prevention.
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When Doing Business In
Another State (Or Country)
By Ron Kirzinger, 6/9/01
The one question most frequently asked with regard
to Nevada corporations relates to how one can use a
Nevada corporation when operating in another state (or
country). In many cases it is entirely possible to legally
avoid having to register or qualify to do business in the
foreign jurisdiction and a set of guidelines to this effect
was presented in “Tip of the Week” #15.
On the other hand, in many situations it is
necessary to register within the foreign jurisdiction
because business is being actively conducted there.
In such cases you might be pleasantly surprised to
learn that there is a fairly simple method of doing so
that can still afford you all of the benefits of Nevada’s
sheltering statutes—and tax savings, in addition.
The strategy laid out below is excerpted directly
from The Nevada Corporation Manual, which we
strongly urge everyone to obtain for reference.
HOME STATE BUSINESS
WITH A NEVADA CORPORATION
Strategic objectives: For any business subject to
home-state taxation, this strategy offers development of
a corporate base in the haven of Nevada; asset
protection; inherent and enhanced liability protection;
and reduction or elimination of state income taxes.
Tactics and tools: incorporated home-state business
(a Nevada corporation qualified to do business in the
home state will work nicely); Nevada corporation;
nominee service; office package (or maybe not);
promissory notes; security agreement; trust deed; UCC1 filing; management agreement (or maybe not);
irrevocable proxy and attendant agreement;
personal guarantee of corporate obligation;
appropriate business license; Nevada bank account
HOW TO IMPLEMENT THE STRATEGY
1. Assuming that you are operating (or intend to
operate) a business in your home state (or country) and
that it is subject to state taxation, the first step is to
incorporate that business. For purposes of this
presentation, we will refer to this entity as HOME
STATE, INC. or HSI. If it is already established as a
properly registered corporation in your home state, skip
to the next step. If it is not incorporated, set up a
corporation in Nevada and qualify it to do business in
your home state; make it a taxpaying, bona fide, homestate-regulated corporation. This arrangement will result
in the payment of registration fees in both your home
state and Nevada annually, but the nominal extra fees for
maintaining a Nevada base are insignificant compared to
the long-term advantages. You might end up foregoing
privacy with this entity but you will retain the
advantages of a Nevada domicile, with the option of
eventually retreating to the safe haven of Nevada.
2. Next, set up a Nevada corporation, which we
will refer to simply as NV CORPORATION or NVC.
This second entity should be given sufficient “substance”
in Nevada; it might have a “home office” with its own
telephone line, answered in the name of NVC during

regular business hours, along with mail forwarding
services. For this purpose it might suffice to use any of
the “office packages” provided for a moderate fee by
various resident agents in Nevada. The best (and often
costliest) such arrangements typically include a lease
agreement for the office space provided, even if it is only
provided on a shared basis. NVC should also be
established using nominee officers and directors, for
privacy. And, of course, it should have its own
Nevada bank account, for which many resident
agents and incorporation services can provide an
Employer Identification Number obtained without the
need for your Social Security Number to back it up.
3. Assuming, for the sake of this example, that HSI
is a retail business; it buys its products from various
suppliers. (If it is another type of business, perhaps
other products, services or ideas will “fit the bill”. For
example, advertising; research and development; or
intangibles such as patents, copyrights, trademarks, or
even “the right to market or promote” its unique
concepts.) NVC is going to become the main supplier
for HSI, even if all it does is to buy the same products
that HSI otherwise would, marking them up by an
appropriate amount, then supplying them to HSI. From
the perspective of the Board of Directors of HSI, this is
considered to be a good business decision as it greatly
simplifies the ordering process—and NVC is 100%
reliable in supplying needed products. This decision should
be documented with a corporate resolution or in the
minutes of a meeting of the Board of Directors of HSI.
4. From this point forward, HSI never again turns
a profit. Instead, the markup put on the products by
NVC results in great profitability for NVC at HSI’s
expense. NVC, of course, earns this income in Nevada,
which has no state tax. “Poor” HSI actually loses money
and as a result it ends up borrowing money to continue
its operations, getting deeper and deeper in debt. Who
would loan money to an insolvent company like HSI?
Most banks would not, so HSI turns to NVC to help it
out. NVC will lend money but only at a high rate of
interest, befitting the nearly insolvent condition of HSI.
With its tremendous profitability, NVC might also loan
money to other businesses, as it is beneficial in several
ways for NVC to not rely entirely upon one customer.
5. The money loaned from NVC to HSI is
documented through a series of promissory notes payable
on demand. It is agreed that any disputes shall be
resolved through application of Nevada’s Statutes,
effectively putting this arrangement out of reach of the
“long arm” laws. HSI enters into a security agreement
with NVC, securing assets as collateral against the loans.
On any equity in real property, HSI issues a trust
deed (mortgage) to NVC, which is properly filed
with the County Recorder for the appropriate
county in the home state. Finally, to secure its
notes, NVC registers a UCC-1 claim against all of
the assets of HSI with the appropriate County
Recorders in both the home state and Nevada.
6. The results? HSI turns into the proverbial turnip,
with no profitability and hence no state income tax to
pay. It has no net worth (or perhaps even negative net
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worth) making it an unlikely target for prospective
litigants. Having no unencumbered assets, HSI would
simply be unable to pay any judgment against it, if
such an unfortunate circumstance should prevail.
The company with the assets, NVC, has virtually
no exposure to potential litigation, as it does not
interact or do business outside of a small circle.
Voila! Asset protection, liability protection AND
reduction or elimination of home-state taxes!
POTENTIAL PITFALLS
(AND COUNTER-MEASURES)
1. The first potential pitfall is in common with all
corporate strategies but bears repeating at least once more:
Failure to maintain corporate formalities (for either
corporation in this example) could lead to problems.
Response: Fortunately, the counter-measure is simple
and obvious: Always maintain proper records!
Document corporate decisions with appropriate resolutions
or in the minutes of meetings; use the tools specified and
in the manner specified; maintain accurate accounting
records; and remit all taxes due in a timely manner.
2. What about home-state regulations regarding
apportionment of income between related companies,
whereby the home state’s regulations will often end up
apportioning 100% of the income to its own jurisdiction?
Response: The answer to this question lies in the
fact that ownership of NVC, which was set up for
privacy, is not demonstrably related to ownership of
HSI. NVC is a separate and unrelated entity—to the
extent that ownership of NVC is different than ownership
of HSI. While the ownership of HSI might be freely
disclosed—WHO OWNS NVC? AND HOW WOULD
ANYONE PROVE THE ANSWER TO THAT
QUESTION? Recall that NRS 78.257 says, in part
(emphasis added): “...Any stockholder or other person,
exercising rights under subsection 1, who uses or
attempts to use information, documents, records or other
data obtained from the corporation, for any purpose not
related to the stockholder’s interest in the corporation
as a stockholder, is guilty of a gross
misdemeanor.”... That clause alone should manage to
keep the riff-raff out. Recall also that there is no
statutory requirement for the issuance of stock; so, who
owns NVC in the case where no stock has been issued?
3 . But what if the attempt to penetrate the
privacy of ownership of NVC is serious and a
COURT ORDER is issued to do just that?
Response: Alright, let’s say that due to disclosure
required on NVC’s IRS form 1120—in the interests of
avoiding classification as a “controlled group” or as a
“Personal Service Corporation”—let’s say that the
number of stockholders has been declared as “6 or
greater”. And let’s say that whoever is trying to cut
through the privacy of NVC obtains a COURT ORDER
to inspect NVC’s corporate records. You’re “done for”,
right? WRONG; at least not if you have a half-dozen
friends in the world who will work with you—at no risk
to themselves! (If you do not, contact us regarding
“nominee shareholding” and see what can be arranged.)
In all probability you previously issued 100 shares of
the stock to each friend, subject to a side agreement
(sealed with a handshake instead of a signature),
and made a record of this issuance of stock in the
corporation’s stock ledger, noting that it was issued
to “bearer”, “for services rendered” (satisfying the
requirement of what the lawyers call “consideration”;
remember that Nevada’s statutes allow stock to be issued
for services). What constitutes the side agreement? Oh,
perhaps a provision that allows you the right to
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repurchase the stock for a nominal amount at any time, on
demand, along with an irrevocable proxy to vote all such
shares issued? They might OWN it, but you CONTROL
it—do you see the difference and the advantage?
4 . Well, OK, but what if these “friends”
turn into enemies and try to take control of the
corporation in devious ways?
Response: Let’s see what would happen if the side
agreements failed to do their job, if they somehow got
“lost and forgotten”: Any formal attempt to take over the
corporation on the part of the stockholders would have
to be done at a stockholders’ meeting, of which the
corporation itself must be notified, along with the stated
purpose of the meeting. (This is a standard provision
in a corporation’s Bylaws. If it is not in your
Bylaws—put it there. If you don’t know how to
accomplish this properly, please contact us.)
You have 25,000 shares authorized and 600 shares
issued, so any such maneuver by your new-found
enemies could be forestalled by the issuance of 601
shares to someone more “friendly”! Or, better still,
issue all of the remaining shares—diluting the
outstanding shares substantially—leaving the formerfriends-turned-hostile with exactly 2.4% interest in the
company. And if that’s too much for your liking?
The Board of Directors (YOU) may amend the
Articles of Incorporation and increase the number
of authorized shares to, say, one million—leaving
the traitors with six-one hundredths of 1% of the
value of the corporation; a veritable “mouthful of
dirt”. (Again, if you need help with amending the
corporation’s Articles, please contact us.)
5. What about the IRS designation of “personal holding
company” that applies to all of the “passive income”
earned by NVC on interest payments made by HSI?
Response: Go back to the definition of “personal
holding company”, which applies when 60% or more
of the corporation’s income is derived from
“passive” sources AND there are five or fewer
shareholders. The answer to this is simple and obvious:
Since you CONTROL the income stream, ensure
that it is never more than 60% “passive” in its
source. Have NVC sell HSI some products, or
services or intellectual property. OR simply
ensure that there are 6 or more stockholders.
6. What if someone sues HSI AND me,
personally? How can I protect my personal assets?
Response: This is happening to an increasing
degree in many states outside of Nevada, where
“piercing the corporate veil” to attack a corporation’s
officers and directors is becoming commonplace. So,
you want to be a turnip, too, with no assets and no
profile for potential litigants to attack? Fine, just sign a
personal guarantee of corporate obligation to
guarantee HSI’s debts to NVC. In short order, you too
can be protected by a UCC-1 claim against all of your
personal assets—filed by NVC, just as it did against HSI.
The downside to judgment-proofing yourself, of
course, is that you will personally become less
credit-worthy in the eyes of conventional lending
institutions. You will have to decide for yourself
whether or not this issue is an overriding factor.
Any other potential pitfalls? We don’t think so but
if you come up with one worthy of consideration,
we will be pleased to provide suggested countermeasures to it in the next printing of the manual!
We hope that all who are struggling to work within
the system to effect positive change in the world will
learn about and use the tools presented. At Budget
Corporate Renewals, we stand RWA (ready, willing and
able) to assist you with any questions that arise.
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